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ABSTRACT

Ravi, Sashankh, M.S.E.C.E., Purdue University, August 2016. Multi-Objective
Optimization of the Switched Reluctance Motor for Improved Performance in a Heavy
Hybrid Electric Vehicle Application. Major Professor: Dionysios Aliprantis.

The goal of this research is to improve the performance of the switched reluctance
motor for a heavy hybrid electric vehicle based application. In order to achieve this, the
stator and rotor tooth shapes and the switching current waveforms are modified from
their base values. A multi-objective optimization problem is formulated to minimize the
square of the RMS current and the normalized torque ripple. The optimization is solved
using a genetic algorithm and a Pareto-optimal front is obtained. Finally, a time-domain
simulation is employed to study the performance of the optimal designs over a wide
range of operating speeds.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In general, most automobiles are powered by the internal combustion engine (ICE).
This is because internal combustion engines are lightweight, quite safe to use, and can be
started almost instantaneously. However, the thermal efficiency of ICEs is very low. This
is because, most of the energy released by the burning of fossil fuels is lost in the form of
heat. Also, low thermal efficiency implies that larger quantities of fuel has to be burnt to
deliver the required power to the drivetrain. This results in increased pollution.
The concept of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) became popular in the 1970s because
of the concern over the pollution caused because of the burning of fossil fuels. In a HEV,
an internal combustion engine (ICE) based propulsion system is coupled with an electric
machine propulsion system. This allows the size of the ICE used to be small, and hence
the amount of fuel consumed would be less. Another important advantage in hybrid
vehicles is that the energy released during braking is utilized to charge a battery. This
process is known as regenerative braking, and it greatly improves the performance of the
vehicle.
Conventionally, the interior permanent magnet synchronous motor (IPMSM) is used
as the primary motor in the electric part of the HEV drivetrain. This is primarily because
of the fact that a permanent magnet machine has high torque-to-volume ratio. But, a
major disadvantage in the IPMSM is its limited power speed range, which is because of
the significant back electromotive force (emf) generated by the magnetic fields when the
machine is operating at speeds above the base speed. Also, the limited availability and
high cost of the rare earth materials used to make these magnets makes the production of
hybrid electric vehicles expensive. Therefore, these disadvantages of the IPMSM have
made industries and researchers seek alternatives.
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The SRM is an attractive alternative to IPMSMs in HEV and HHEV applications
because of the absence of permanent magnets, large constant power speed range, low
construction cost, and the ability to operate in all four quadrants of the torque-speed
plane. However, the double salient structure of the SRM creates an undesirable torque
ripple, which leads to acoustic noise and mechanical vibrations. The objective of this
research is to improve the performance of the SRM, specifically with regards to its
application for a particular class of hybrids, known as heavy hybrid electric vehicles
(HHEVs). A heavy hybrid is a hybrid electric vehicle, with a gross vehicle weight greater
than 8500 pounds.
In order to achieve the above mentioned objective, an optimization problem is
formulated, wherein the design variables simultaneously modify the tooth shapes and the
firing angles. The stator and rotor tooth shapes are carved using the principle of Bézier
curves, and the design variables also defined the firing angles and the peak of the phase
currents. The normalized torque ripple and the square of the RMS current are chosen as
the objectives for the optimization problem, with constraints being added on the
minimum average torque generated. The operating points for the optimization are
obtained from a heavy hybrid electric vehicle case study. A genetic algorithm is then
employed to solve the multi-objective optimization problem and obtain a Pareto-optimal
front. Finally, a simple simulation model of the SRM drive is built to study the
performance of the optimal designs over a wide range of speeds.
The rest of this chapter presents a brief review on the previous work done in
literature along the lines of improving the performance of SRMs, and then Section 1.2
presents the motivation for this work. Finally, Section 1.3 shows the organization of the
thesis.
1.1. Literature Review
Hybrid electric vehicles have been in existence for more than a century. The first
hybrid car, introduced by Ferdinand Porsche in 1900, employed a gasoline engine to
power a generator, which was in turn used to operate four electric motors, connected to
four wheels. Within the next few months, the Electric Vehicle Company introduced two
hybrid models at the Paris auto salon. After this, many prototypes and commercial hybrid
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electric vehicles were designed and manufactured over the next decade. For example, in
1905, Piper designed a HEV that could reach speeds up to 25mph. The hybrid employed
an electric motor in combination with a four stroke gasoline engine [1]. In the same year,
a commercial hybrid truck was designed, which coupled a four cylinder engine with a
generator thereby eliminating transmission and batteries [2]. By 1910, many of these
hybrid electric buses were in operation in England.
But, the invention of gasoline-powered engines in 1905 led to a decline in the
popularity of hybrid vehicles, primarily because gasoline based automobiles were
inexpensive, and could generate lot more power, as compared to hybrid electric vehicles.
There were still scattered instances of HEVs being manufactured. For example, in 1917,
Woods of Chicago manufactured hybrid cars which could reach speeds of up to 35mph,
and had an average fuel efficiency of 48 miles per gallon. However, by 1920, the internal
combustion engine based automobiles had become extremely popular, and HEVs became
almost completely extinct.
In 1970, due to increased concern over the pollution caused by the burning of fossil
fuels, the US government had passed the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research,
Development and Demonstration Act in order to provide funding to build fuel-efficient
vehicles. This led to a renewed interest in the area of hybrids and heavy hybrids. For
example, in 1982, GE research labs designed and built the first modern hybrid car, in
which the engine, electric motor, transmission and all auxiliary equipment were
microprocessor controlled. About half a decade later, Audi designed a prototype hybrid
known as ‘Duo’, which combined the interior permanent magnet synchronous motor
(IPMSM) with a five cylinder engine.
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Fig 1.1. Conventional series HEV architecture used in the first generation Prius [2]

However, the major breakthrough in 1997, when Toyota introduced the first
commercial hybrid (Prius) in Japan. The first generation Prius combined a unique
lightweight gasoline engine in combination with an IPMSM, to generate the required
peak torque. Fig 1.1 shows the drivetrain configuration of the first generation Prius [2].
Within a few years after the Prius was introduced, many automobile manufacturers,
including Daimler, Ford, Honda and Chevrolet, have released their own versions of
hybrid vehicles and heavy hybrid vehicles. For example, the Mercedes-Benz Atego
BlueTec Hybrid bus combines a four-cylinder engine with a 44kW water-cooled PMAC
machine in parallel to achieve optimum performance while running and also in start-andstop mode.
Modern hybrid electric commonly use the interior permanent magnet synchronous
machine as the primary electric motor in the drivetrain. This is because the IPMSM has a
high torque-to-volume ratio, which means that a smaller size motor can be used in the
drivetrain to generate the required torque. However, the high cost of rare earth materials,
used to make these magnets, makes the production of hybrid electric vehicles expensive.
Another problem with these machines is the large back electromotive force, which occurs
when the machine is operating at speeds above the base speed thereby increasing the
difficulty in control. Therefore, many attempts have been made by researchers and by
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automobile manufacturers to use other electric machines as an alternative to the
permanent magnet machines. For example, induction motors have been considered as an
alternate to the IPMSM in hybrid electric vehicle applications. In fact, many of the purely
electric vehicles use the induction motor in the drivetrain. However, the efficiency of the
induction motor is low, and copper losses are also high.
The switched reluctance motor is considered to be an attractive alternate, because it
does not have any magnets, and also because the coils are wound on the stator pole alone,
which implies that the losses are less. The concept behind SRMs was popularized in the
second half of the 20th century, due to the advancements in the power electronics
technology. For example, in 1969, Nasar evaluated the first commutator-less D.C. SRM
[5], shown in Fig 1.2. The machine was designed such that specially shaped blades
rotated through C-shaped electromagnets to generate torque. About half a decade later,
the Vernier Reluctance Motor (VRM) was introduced [6]. The VRM had coils wrapped
around a slotted stator teeth. The rotor was also slotted to have different number of teeth
than the stator (Fig 1.3). The authors concluded that by exciting diametrically opposite
poles, the rotor rotates in a direction that minimizes the airgap reluctance, thereby
generating electromagnetic torque. The design and working principle of the SRM
available today is based on that of the VRM.
In literature, many attempts have been to analyze the advantages and drawbacks of
using the switched reluctance motor as the primary electric machine in the hybrid
drivetrain. For instance, [3] makes a comparison between the interior permanent magnet
machine (IPM), the induction machine and the switched reluctance motor, for a hybrid
vehicle application. It was observed that the switched reluctance motor offers better
efficiency and lower losses in comparison with the induction motor, and is inexpensive to
manufacture compared to the IPM. The authors in [8] design a hybrid machine, which has
six stator poles, four rotor poles and also has axial magnets. From simulation, the authors
conclude that the hybrid machine is able to give a larger constant power range as
compared to the conventional permanent magnet machine. Similarly, the authors in [9]
build a prototype of a neighborhood HEV using the SRM as the primary motor.
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Fig 1.2. The first SRM design [5]

Fig 1.3. Vernier reluctance motor [6]

One of the major drawbacks in the SRM is that the inherent double salient structure
(i.e. slotted structure) results in a nonlinear variation of the airgap mmf, which introduces
a large torque ripple in the output. These torque ripples create undesirable noise and
hence could result in dangerous mechanical vibrations in the hybrid vehicle [11]. Hence,
in order to make the SRM a viable replacement for the IPMSM in hybrid and heavy
hybrid vehicles, this torque ripple has to be reduced. Most of the approaches directed
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towards reducing the torque ripple in a switched reluctance motor can be classified into
two major categories.
The first set of approaches involves modifying the geometry of a switched reluctance
motor. The advantage of this approach is that it tends to reduce the fringing flux as the
rotor pole begins to overlap with the stator pole. As the fringing flux is a major
contributor to the torque ripple [18], reducing the fringing flux also reduces the torque
ripple. In literature, different authors have tried modifying different areas of the SRM
geometry in order to reduce the torque ripple. In many of the researches done previously,
including [12], [18]-[19], [22], and [26], the pole face of the stator and/or rotor poles are
modified in order to reduce the torque ripple. For instance, [12] and [18] attempted to
reduce the torque ripple by chamfering the edges of the rotor tooth, and by creating a
triangular notch on the side of the rotor tooth respectively (Fig 1.4 and Fig 1.5). In [22],
the torque ripple was reduced by shaping the stator pole face so as to introduce a nonuniform airgap, and by adding a pole shoe to the lateral face of the rotor pole, while in
[26], the stator tooth surfaces were defined using a set of control nodes, and a gradient
based optimization was solved to obtain an optimal tooth shape such that the torque
ripple was minimized. Research attempts have also been made to optimize the other
geometric parameters of the machine apart from the pole shapes, in an effort to minimize
torque ripple. For example, [20] introduces a different winding configuration in 8/6
SRMs in order to reduce the torque ripple, while [15] and [27] optimize the backiron of
the stator and rotor cores with the objective being reduced torque ripple.

Fig 1.4. Chamfered rotor pole [12]
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Fig 1.5. Notched tooth structure [18]

Conventionally, a switched reluctance motor has higher number of stator poles than
rotor poles. However, in recent times, many researchers have proposed that SRMs which
have more number of rotor poles than stator poles, could be more advantageous for
hybrid electric vehicle based applications. In [30], the authors present the design
challenges and constraints involved in designing SRMs with higher number of rotor
poles, while [31] compares the performance of two SRM configurations with higher
number of rotor poles, for HEV applications. It is concluded that compared to an SRM
configuration with the same number of phases but larger number of stator poles, the new
SRMs result in reduced torque ripple. [32] similarly presents a comprehensive
optimization of the design space of an 8/14 SRM configuration, so as to minimize the
torque ripple.
The second category of research directed towards reducing the torque ripple in
SRMs involves optimization of the shapes and firing instants of the switching current
waveforms. The idea behind the optimization of the phase currents is that in a switched
reluctance motor, the total torque generated is equal to sum of the torques generated due
to the action of individual phase currents. When a particular phase is turned off, the
torque generated by that phase current begins to reduce. During this period, the incoming
phase current should be able to compensate for the reduction in the total torque output. If
this does not happen, it results in torque ripples. The idea behind the optimization is
adjust the timing of turn on and turn off of the incoming phase currents, so as to minimize
the torque ripple.
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Different researchers have proposed different techniques to optimize the
commutation interval of the phase currents. Again, these techniques can be classified into
two sub-categories. In the first classification, the currents are controlled as part of the
drive, with some form of control strategy being employed so as to minimize the torque
ripples. This strategy is quite useful when the drive has been designed and built, and
during operating the torque ripples have to be minimized. Most of these strategies work
at all speed ranges. For example, [38], [42] and [43] minimize the torque ripple, with the
condition for switching defined such that the phase currents of the incoming and outgoing
phases must be equal at the middle of the commutation interval. In [41], the control
strategy is slightly modified, and defined such that during commutation, once the
incoming phase is switched on, all other phase currents are decayed to zero as quickly as
possible. Some of the authors define the torque command for each phase at each instant
in terms of a torque sharing function (TSF), and the phase currents are optimized such
that the torque generated by the motor matches the commanded torque. In [36], this
torque sharing function is exponential, while [54] designs a torque-sharing function that
is sinusoidal. [55] defines another TSF which is obtained so as to minimize the torque
ripple and the copper losses in the machine.
The second sub-category of research done to optimize the phase currents involves
pre-defining the phase currents using a set of mathematical equations, and performing an
optimization so as to minimize the torque ripple. This is applicable usually for the lowspeed operating region of the machine, as current control can be performed only as long
as the speed of the SRM does not exceed the base speed of the motor. Different
researchers have proposed different types of current waveforms. In [51], the current
waveforms are initially described using a simple trapezoidal shape, and then they are
fine-tuned using static torque characteristics, with the objective function being defined so
as to minimize the torque ripple. [44] defines the current waveforms as a combination of
different sinusoidal functions (Fig 1.7). An important advantage of the proposed method
is that it requires fewer optimization variables (

) as observed from Fig

1.7). In [48], the optimization of switching current waveforms is done using a field
reconstruction method (FRM), wherein the normal and tangential components of the
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magnetic flux density are reconstructed using basis functions defined based on Fourier
expansions, and the maximum values of the total current and torque are constrained. In
[53], the phase currents were defined using a set of exponential and Fourier coefficients,
and a sequential quadratic programming was solved to minimize the torque ripple and
copper losses, with constraint being set on the peak line voltage and peak phase current
magnitude. By using the phase symmetry of the currents, the number of optimization
variables were reduced.
Some researchers, like in [52], adopted a more indirect approach to minimize the
torque ripple, wherein the efficiency of the electromagnetic conversion loop was
improved by utilizing zero voltage during commutation. As the peak of the flux linkage
reduces, the current takes longer time to commute, but the ripple also reduces. This
technique was found to be useful particularly at low speeds.

Fig 1.6. Offline TSF developed in [55]
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Fig 1.7. Definition of half sinusoid based current waveforms [44]

1.2. Motivation

Fig 1.8. Speed-time curve of the Manhattan drive cycle [82]

It was observed that many researchers have previously attempted to study the
possibility of using switched reluctance motor in hybrid vehicle applications. However,
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one of the important observations which can be made is that very few attempts have been
made to improve the performance of heavy hybrid electric vehicles, or to use SRMs
particularly for heavy hybrid electric vehicle applications. Therefore, in the present
research, the suitability of SRMs is considered specifically for heavy hybrid vehicles.
In order to understand the specific operating features and the electric machine
requirements of a heavy hybrid, the actual driving pattern of a transit hybrid bus in
Manhattan, New York was studied, and a plot of the vehicle speed against time was
obtained. This data is commonly referred to as the Manhattan drive cycle [82], and is
shown in Fig 1.8. Two important observations which can be made are that the vehicle
speeds are quite low, and more importantly, the driving pattern involves a lot of stops.
For such a pattern, it is ideal to have an electric machine that has a high starting torque,
because the weight of the vehicle is quite high, and must be accelerated rom rest. Also,
the frequent start-and-stop operation would require the machine to be able to handle
constant wear and tear. SRMs are an ideal choice for this application, because they can
generate high torques at low speeds, and can handle harsh operating conditions with
relatively less wear and tear.
In literature, many researchers have attempted to reduce the torque ripple in switched
reluctance motors either by modifying the geometry, or by modifying the phase currents.
However, the two approaches employed to reduce the torque ripple are based on different
set of logical reasoning, i.e., modifying the tooth shapes reduces the ripple by reducing
the fringing flux, while modifying the phase currents attempts to time the commutation of
phases such that torque ripple is less. Therefore, in order to truly reduce the torque ripple
in an SRM, both the machine geometry and phase currents have to be simultaneously
modified. Also, when the torque ripple is reduced, the effect on the RMS current
magnitude has not been considered in many works in literature.
Therefore, in order to take into account the two shortcomings of previous research
works described above, this research work attempts to minimize the torque ripple by
simultaneously sculpting the tooth shapes and optimizing the shape and magnitude of the
phase currents. The objectives are defined so as to simultaneously minimize the
normalized torque ripple and the square of the RMS current, with constraints being
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defined on the minimum average torque generated. As explained later in Section 3.2.1,
the electric machine in the HHEV drivetrain acts as a motor and as a generator.
Therefore, in this research, the optimization is performed for both modes of operation. In
order to understand the performance of the optimized designs at different speeds, a
dynamic simulation model of the SRM drive is designed in order to study the
performance of the designs at low and high speeds. The next section presents the overall
organization of this thesis.
1.3. Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a brief introduction to the
operating principle of the SRM, and explains in detail, the sculpting of the stator and
rotor tooth surfaces by using Bézier curves and the modification of the phase currents.
Chapter 3 provides an introduction to the meshing technique, and details the formulation
of the optimization problem. In Chapter 4, the results from the optimization are presented
and explained in detail. Chapter 5 describes the dynamic simulation model to analyze the
performance of the optimal designs at a wide range of operating speeds, and the
conclusions are presented in Chapter 6.
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2. MODIFYING THE MACHINE GEOMETRY AND THE PHASE
CURRENTS

This chapter begins by providing a brief insight into the construction and working
principle of the switched reluctance motor. Then, Section 2.2 describes in detail how the
stator and rotor tooth shapes are sculpted using quadratic Bézier curves. Finally, Section
2.3 explains how the design variables influence the magnitude and firing instants of the
phase currents.
2.1. Construction and principle of operation of a switched reluctance motor
The design of the switched reluctance motor is very similar to that of the Vernier
reluctance motor [6]. The stator and rotor are built from silicon steel laminations, which
are stacked together to form a solid structure. Coils are wound around each stator pole.
The coils on diametrically opposite poles are connected in series to form the phase
windings. SRMs are generally classified based on the number of phases and the
ratio

, where

represents the number of stator poles and

corresponds to the

number of rotor poles. Some of the popular SRM configurations are the -phase
SRM, the -phase

SRM, and the -phase

SRM.

In any SRM, the stroke is defined as the torque production cycle, associated with a
single current pulse. The conduction angle of the current pulse is therefore referred to as
the stroke angle. Mathematically, this is expressed as:
(2.1)
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where

is the number of phases, and

corresponds to the number of rotor poles. The

denominator in the above expression is known as strokes per revolution, i.e.
Therefore, for the -phase
higher value of

SRM,

while the -phase

SRM has

results in lower torque ripple [10]. However, an increase in

.
.A
results in

a reduction in the lower stroke angle. This results in an increase in the switching
frequency, and thus an increase in the switching losses. For example, in the
switching occurs every

radians, while in the

SRM,

SRM, switching occurs every

radians. In this research, an 8/6 SRM configuration is chosen, which gives a fair trade-off
between the performance and losses. Fig 2.1 shows the cross-section of the 8/6 SRM
configuration when the rotor position (

is assumed to be zero [83]. The direction of

current in each of the coils is also indicated. Also, Fig 2.2 shows the major dimensions of
the machine considered in this thesis [32].

Fig 2.1. Cross-section of the 8/6 SRM at

[83]
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Fig 2.2. Main dimensions of the SRM

Fig 2.3. Variation of the self-inductance of one phase of SRM, as the rotor rotates
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The principle of torque generation in SRMs can be explained from the inductance
profile assuming a linear magnetic circuit. Fig 2.3 shows the variation of the selfinductance as the rotor rotates. In this figure,

is the position at which the excited stator

pole pair lies exactly in between two rotor poles. This rotor position is called the
unaligned position, and the inductance at this position is denoted by

. Similarly,

is

the rotor position at which the rotor pole pair is aligned with the excited stator pole pair.
This position is defined as the aligned rotor position, and the inductance at this position is
denoted by

.

Switched reluctance machines generate electromagnetic torque due to the tendency
of the rotor poles to rotate in a direction so as to minimize the airgap reluctance.
Neglecting the effects of magnetic saturation, the electromagnetic torque at a particular
current can be expressed as:
(2.2)
The above equation implies that the torque is proportional to the rate of change of
inductance with respect to the rotor position. From Fig 2.3, it can be observed that when
the rotor is at the unaligned position,

is at its minimum value, and

is zero. Hence, the

torque is zero. As the rotor begins to rotate, the inductance begins to rise as the poles
overlap. Hence,
magnitude. At

is positive, resulting in an electromagnetic torque that is positive in
, the inductance reaches its maximum value. However,

is zero, and

hence, the torque falls to zero. Beyond this point, the inductance begins to fall off. This
results in a negative

, and it results in a torque that is negative in magnitude. By

exciting each phase of the SRM in a particular sequence, continuous rotation of the rotor
can be achieved. From Fig 2.1, it can be observed that exciting the phases in the
sequence

results in clockwise rotation of the rotor, while exciting the phases in the

sequence

results in anti-clockwise rotation of the rotor. In this research, the rotor
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is assumed to rotate in the anti-clockwise direction. Fig 2.4 shows the electromagnetic
torque in an 8/6 SRM as the rotor rotates, when Phase-C is excited with currents of
different magnitudes. In the above mentioned figure, a rotor angle of
the unaligned position of Phase-C (Fig 2.1), while at

corresponds to

, the rotor reaches the aligned

position.
The machine can operate as a motor or as a generator. If the electromagnetic torque
is positive, the SRM is said to be in motoring mode. In order to achieve this positive
torque, the current in a particular phase is turned on just as the leading rotor edge begins
to align with the receiving edge of the stator pole, and the phase must be turned off before
the rotor reaches the aligned position, so as to avoid the generation of negative torque.
Conversely, if the electromagnetic torque is negative, the machine is in generating mode.
For this to occur, the phase currents are turned on just after the aligned position, and the
currents are turned off when the rotor reaches the unaligned position.
An interesting observation which can be made from Fig 2.3 is that there is a region
of constant inductance around the aligned position. This region is usually known as the
dead-zone in the inductance profile. It is known that, in motoring mode, the phase
currents have to be turned off around the aligned position, in order to prevent the
generation of any negative torque. Hence, this dead-zone allows for a region of zero
torque, so that the phase current can be safely decayed to zero. Physically, the dead-zone
is created by designing the machine such that the width of the rotor pole is slightly larger
than the width of the stator pole.
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Fig 2.4. Electromagnetic torque as the rotor rotates

Fig 2.5. Flux lines in the machine at rotor position of

Fig 2.5 shows the flux lines when Phase-A is in conduction, at a rotor position
of

. It can be observed that there is a lot of fringing flux around the corners of the

stator and rotor teeth, even when the machine is not heavily saturated. From previous
research [18], it was concluded that the presence of fringing flux just before the overlap
of poles results in a nonlinear variation of the current, which in turn leads to torque
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ripple. It was also shown that, by modifying the geometry of the tooth, the fringing flux
and hence the torque ripple could be minimized. In this thesis, the stator and rotor tooth
shapes are modified using quadratic Bézier curves, so as to minimize the torque ripple.
The methodology is presented in detail in the next section.
2.2. Sculpting of the stator and rotor tooth shapes
The first sub-section provides a brief introduction to the mathematics behind Bézier
curves. Then, Section 2.2.2 explains how the pole shapes are carved using the principle of
quadratic Bézier curves.
2.2.1. Introduction to Bézier curves
In order to explain the concept behind Bézier curves, let
of

points. Each of the points

and

line segments. Then, if a particular ratio

, where

represent a set
, are connected by

is chosen, a new set of points are obtained

which divide the line segments joining these points in the ratio of

. Mathematically,

these new points are given by:

(2.3)

The new set of points obtained above are connected by line segments. Then, with the
same ratio, these new line segments are divided to obtain another set of points, i.e.

(2.4)
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Upon repeating the above division procedure for

iterations, the end result would be a

single point, which corresponds to one point on the -dimensional Bézier curve.
Mathematically, this point by expressed as:
(2.5)
(2.5) can also be expressed as:
(2.6)
In the above expression,

is known as the

Bernstein basis polynomial, which is

mathematically defined as:
(2.7)
If the ratio

is a parameter that is varied between 0 and 1, the resulting points would

complete the curve. Fig 2.6 shows how a quadratic Bézier curve (
the procedure described above. The point

is known as the start node for the curve,

because the curve begins at this point. Similarly, the node
the curve ends here. The nodes

is obtained from

is called the end node, as

are called the control nodes, as these nodes

define the curvature of the curve.

Fig 2.6. Generation of a quadratic Bézier curve
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2.2.2. Modification of the tooth shapes using quadratic Bézier curves

Fig 2.7. Rectangular region defining the Bézier curve

From previous research performed along the lines of reducing the torque ripple by
changing the stator and rotor tooth shapes, it was observed that modifying the receiving
edge of the stator tooth and the leading edge of the rotor tooth was particularly
advantageous ([12], [18] and [19]). In this research, since the optimization is performed
considering both the motoring and generating modes of operation, the optimization
algorithm can modify both ends of the stator and rotor tooth.
A total of twenty design variables are used to completely describe the stator and
rotor tooth shapes, i.e., the first ten design variables describe the Bézier curves that
modify the two ends of the stator tooth, while the other ten design variables modify the
two ends of the rotor tooth. Fig 2.7 describes the quadratic Bézier curve, which is
responsible for modifying the receiving edge of the stator tooth.
The first design variable (

represents the distance from the center of the tooth,

where the start node of the Bézier curve is located, i.e. in Fig 2.7, it provides the location
of the start node

. The value of

is equal to , it implies that
if
and

, then

can take any value between

and . If this variable

lies exactly at the center of the tooth. Conversely,

is at . The next two design variables are ratios, which describe the

coordinates of the end node

. For example, let the coordinates of

be defined
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by

and the coordinates of

be given by

. The point

defines how close

to the coil can the tooth shapes be sculpted. If the second and third design variables are
denoted by

and

, then the coordinates of

can be obtained from the following

equations.
(2.8)
(2.9)
Both

and

can vary between

to that of

. Instead, if

variable

influences the

and . If

, then the
coordinate of

, then the
coordinate of

coordinate of

is equal

is equal to that of . The

in a similar manner. Next, the fourth and

fifth design variables give the position of the control node of the quadratic Bézier curve.
If the fourth and fifth design variables are represented by

and

, then the coordinates

of the control node are obtained as follows.
(2.10)
(2.11)
Both

and

can take any value between

and . Once the three nodes are defined, the

quadratic Bézier curve is defined as:
(2.12)
(2.13)
where

. Initially, all the flexible nodes are placed on the lower ends. This

corresponds to the conventional un-modified tooth shape. By adding the

(Fig 2.7) of

each flexible node to the conventional tooth shape, the modified tooth shapes can be
obtained. In order to obtain the complete tooth, the point on the modified tooth
corresponding to

is joined to B with a straight line segment. The two ends of the stator
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tooth and the two ends of the rotor tooth are modified in exactly the same manner as
described above.

Fig 2.8. Modification of one end of the stator tooth

Fig 2.9. Examples of modified stator and rotor tooth shapes

Fig 2.8 shows the complete procedure by which the receiving end of the stator tooth
is modified for better performance in the motoring mode. The design variables which
modify the tooth are given by

. The red curve shows the

original un-modified tooth shape. The black rectangle in Fig 2.8 corresponds to the
rectangular region from Fig 2.7. The nodes

,

,

and

are also shown. In this
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research, the position of

is defined such that

. The green curve

corresponds to the actual Bézier curve obtained with the three nodes, while the blue plot
represents the final tooth shape. Similarly, Fig 2.9 shows both the stator and rotor teeth,
after being modified by quadratic Bézier curves.
2.3. Optimization of the switching current waveforms
The previous section describes how the tooth shapes were modified in an attempt to
minimize the torque ripple. However, in order to truly optimize the performance of the
SRM, both the tooth shapes and the current waveforms should be simultaneously
optimized. This is because a major cause of torque ripple is the imperfect switching of the
phase currents. It was explained in Section 2.1, that the dead-zone presents a region of
zero torque, so that the phase currents could safely decay to zero. When one phase is
turned off, the torque begins to drop. Therefore, the incoming phase current should be
able to compensate for this reduction in torque. If this does not happen, there will be
torque dips in the output. Hence, the timing for the turn on and turn off of the switching
currents should be optimized, so as to minimize the torque ripple.
The entire section is divided into two sub-sections. Sub-section 2.3.1 describes the
initial current waveform chosen, for the motoring and generating modes, while Subsection 2.3.2 explains how the design variables affect the magnitude and the phase angles
of the switching current waveforms.
2.3.1. Defining the initial current waveforms for the SRM
In this research work, the optimization is performed on the SRM considering its
operation in both motoring and generating modes. In Section 2.1, it was explained from
the inductance profile, that when the machine operates as a motor, a particular phase is
usually fired when the rotor is at the unaligned position, and the phase has to be turned
off before the rotor reaches the aligned position. In contrast, when the machine is made to
operate as a generator (this may occur during regenerative braking in HEV), the phase
current is turned on at the aligned position, and the phase must be turned off by the time
the rotor reaches the unaligned position.
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The optimization performed in this research attempts to pre-determine an optimal set
of firing angles and magnitude for the phase currents, so as to minimize the torque ripple
and losses. This inherently assumes that in the SRM drive, the phase currents are
controlled by a converter that employs hysteresis modulation to obtain the required
trapezoidal currents. Also, in an SRM, the torque profile repeats itself every stroke angle,
which is

radians. Therefore, the optimization is performed for the

interval.

In this interval, when the machine is in motoring mode of operation, Phase-B is the
outgoing phase, while Phase-C is the incoming phase. The aligned position for Phase-B
occurs at
to zero by

. Hence, Phase-B is assumed to be turned off at
. For the incoming phase, it is observed that at

, and the current decays
, the rotor poles just

begin to align with the stator poles corresponding to Phase-C. Therefore, Phase-C is
assumed to be turned on at this angle, and the current reaches the full magnitude at

.

Fig 2.10 shows the currents in the motoring mode of operation. The peak value of the
base current is 197A. This value is chosen because with this magnitude of current and
with the firing instants of the currents defined according to Fig 2.10, the average torque
generated is exactly equal to the required torque in the motoring mode (Section 3.2.2).

Fig 2.10. Currents in the motoring mode of operation
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Fig 2.11. Currents for the generating mode

When the SRM is operating in generating mode, Phase-A is the incoming phase,
while Phase-D has to decay. It can be observed that

corresponds to the aligned position

of Phase-A. Therefore, the signal to turn on Phase-A is given at
reaches the peak value at

. Phase-D begins to fall at

, and the phase current

, and the current completely

decays to zero at

. Fig 2.11 shows the currents in the generating mode, when the peak

value is equal to

A. The peak magnitude is chosen so as to generate the minimum

required torque, when the machine acts as a generator.
2.3.2. Using the design variables to modify the switching currents
The optimization variables which modify the magnitude and the firing angles of the
phase current waveforms are defined by the vector:
(2.14)
The idea behind the optimization is to modify the turn-on angles, turn-off angles, and
the peak of the phase currents, so as to minimize the torque ripple, while simultaneously
ensuring that the average torque does not reduce. The design variables

optimize
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the currents in motoring mode, while the design variables

modify the currents

in generating mode. In this sub-section, the procedure for modifying the phase currents in
the motoring mode is explained. The currents in the generating mode are modified in
exactly the same manner. Another important point is that, it is assumed that the machine
is operating in low speeds, wherein the phase current is controllable.
It was explained in the previous sub-section, that at the start of the optimization, a
particular phase is assumed to be turned on at
at

, and the current reaches its peak value

. As the optimization is performed, the design variable

affects the instant at

which the particular phase is turned on. This design variable can take any value
between

and

. If the value is negative, it means that the turn on is advanced

compared to the initially chosen reference. Conversely, a positive value for

indicates

that delaying the turn on results in better performance. The next design variable
decides the instant at which the incoming phase current reaches its peak magnitude,
relative to the instant at which the phase current is turned on. For example, a particular
phase which is turned on at
variable

, reaches its peak value at

can take any value between

and

. The design

.

Similarly, for the outgoing phase, let the initial angle at which the phase current
begins to decay, be denoted by
variable

. During the course of the optimization, the design

affects the instant at which the particular phase is turned off. The range for

this variable is also between

and

. If the value is negative, it means that the turn

off is advanced compared to the initially chosen reference. Conversely, a positive value
for

indicates that delaying the turn off results in better performance. The next design

variable

decides the instant at which the outgoing phase completely decays to zero,

relative to the instant at which the phase current begins to turn off. For example, a
particular phase which begins to turn off at

, reaches its peak value
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at

. Similar to

variable

can take any value between

and

. The design

decides the peak value of the current. The minimum value for the peak of the

phase current is
at

,

A. The maximum value for the peak magnitude of phase current is set

A, because at this value, the current density is around

A/mm2, which is usually

the limit set by manufacturers. As mentioned before, similar to the procedure described
above, the design variables

modify the currents in the generating mode. Fig

2.12 shows the modified current waveform for the motoring mode of operation,
superimposed over the initial current waveform. For the modified currents, the design
variables are given by

.

The next step involves formulating the optimization problem, and solving it using an
appropriate algorithm to obtain superior performance. The details are presented in the
next chapter.

Fig 2.12. Base and modified current waveforms
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3. MESHING AND OPTIMIZATION

The first section of this chapter describes of the 2-D finite element analysis
technique, used to solve nonlinear magnetostatic field calculations. This section also
describes the meshing technique used in this thesis, so as to reduce the computation time.
Then, Section 3.2 describes how the optimization problem and related constraints are
formulated, from a heavy hybrid electric vehicle case study.
3.1. Meshing and solving the FEA system
This section is divided into two sub-sections. Section 3.1.1 presents a review of the finite
element analysis technique, while in Section 3.1.2, the meshing procedure is detailed.
3.1.1. A brief review of the 2-D finite element analysis technique
The magnitude of the field in magnetostatic problems can be obtained by solving a
nonlinear Poisson’s equation, which relates the magnetic field and the current density. In
2-D, the Poisson’s equation is mathematically given by:
(3.1)
where

corresponds to the inverse of the magnetic permeability of the material,

corresponds to the -component of the magnetic vector potential (MVP), which is
related to the flux density by the equation

. Finally,

corresponds to

the axial component of the current density. For the given magnetostatic problem, an
energy related functional can be mathematically formulated as:
(3.2)
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Fig 3.1. Triangular element

(3.2) represents the negative of the co-energy of the system.

is the energy

density of the system, which is mathematically defined as:
(3.3)
It is observed that by solving (3.1), the functional

is equivalently minimized.

The solution to the Poisson’s equation is obtained by using Galerkin’s method of
weighted residuals [78]. In order to solve (3.1), first, the entire domain is discretized
into triangular elements. It is assumed that within each triangle, the current density
remains constant. Fig 3.1 shows one of the triangular elements.
Within each triangle, the vector potential is approximated as a linear interpolate, i.e.
(3.4)
Therefore, the potentials at the three vertices can be written as:
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
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Solving the above equations, the values for ,

and

can be obtained as:
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)

where the area of the triangle

is given by:
(3.11)

Therefore, the value for

can be written as:

(3.12)
where
(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
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(3.22)
(3.23)
(3.24)
The ’s defined above are known as the shape functions. Once these values are
known, the functional for the particular triangular element can be re-written as:
(3.25)

where

corresponds to the

triangular element, and

is the total number of

elements. The above equation can be further simplified as:
(3.26)

From the relationship between

and ,

(3.27)
The term

is defined as the normalized element stiffness matrix, and its value is

given by:
(3.28)
Therefore,
(3.29)
where

, and

is the normalized stiffness matrix for the

triangular element. The goal now is to find the minimizer for the functional. However, in
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general, the magnetic material which is used to construct the stator and rotor cores has
nonlinear magnetization characteristics, i.e., as observed in Fig 3.2, the flux density does
not have a linear relation with

. The material tends to saturate at high values of

magnetic field intensities. Therefore, the functional cannot be minimized directly, and
hence a Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm is employed to find the minimizer of .
According to Newton-Raphson method, in order to find the minimizer of , the first
derivative of the function is zero at the nodal points, i.e.

. By expanding

this equation using Taylor’s series and neglecting higher order terms,

(3.30)
Therefore, the new iterate can be expressed as:
(3.31)
In order to apply this algorithm to the functional defined earlier, first, the partial
derivatives of

with respect to

are obtained, i.e.

(3.32)

(3.33)
By differentiating (3.29) partially with respect to

and substituting the value in (3.33),
(3.34)

In a similar manner,
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(3.35)

(3.36)
Once the above procedure is done for each of the triangular elements, and the first and
second derivatives are obtained, the equations for the complete system are assembled,
and then (3.31) is employed to obtain the new iterate for the vector of MVP values at the
vertices. Two stopping criterion are defined for the iterative procedure described above.
They are:
(3.37)
(3.38)

Fig 3.2. B-H curve for M19 silicon steel

The algorithm stops once both the conditions are satisfied. Once the solution for the
vector potential is obtained, the next step is to calculate the electromagnetic torque. The
Maxwell Stress Tensor (MST) method is used to obtain the electromagnetic torque at
various rotor positions. According to this technique, the total torque is given by:
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(3.39)
where

and

represent the tangential and normal components of the flux density,

corresponds to the radius of the integration path,
and

is the axial length of the device,

represents the permeability of free space.
In this thesis, the FEA is performed for many rotor positions. Also, the FEA study is

coupled with a genetic algorithm based optimization technique. Therefore, it is essential
to reduce the computation time. In order to achieve this, the stator and the rotor regions
are meshed exactly once. The airgap alone is meshed at every rotor position, and the
system is coupled together. This idea is explained in greater detail in the next section.
3.1.2. Meshing the SRM system

Fig 3.3. Mesh plot

As described in the previous section, the first step in solving for the value of
magnetic field involves discretizing the solution domain using triangular elements. The
meshing is performed by using the Triangle 2-D mesh generator [79]. The program
generates the mesh using Delaunay triangulation, and the parameters involved in the
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mesh generation can be controlled by certain command line switches. The cross section
of the SRM, when meshed using triangular elements is shown in Fig 3.3.
The mesh in Fig 3.3 has 13453 nodes, and 26844 triangles. Additional nodes are
added in the region of the stator and rotor backiron, and in the region of the stator and
rotor poles, in order to improve the accuracy of the field solution. Ideally, torque
computation using the Maxwell stress tensor method is independent of the path chosen.
However, in reality, the accuracy of the torque is affected by the accuracy of the mesh. In
[84], it was proved that the torque calculation was not accurate if the triangles in the
chosen path are too elongated. Therefore, in order to estimate the torque accurately, in the
present research, a layer of triangles is meshed in the middle of the airgap region. The
path chosen for the MST travels through the mid-point of two sides of these triangles. Fig
3.4 shows the middle of the airgap region.

Fig 3.4. Zoomed view of the airgap region

Another advantage of the airgap layer is that it allows the stator and rotor meshes to
be isolated from each other, with the airgap mesh providing a link between the two. In
this research, a nonlinear FEA is to be solved involving a large number of elements, and
at multiple rotor positions. This, combined with a genetic algorithm based optimization
technique, makes the complete procedure computationally intense and time consuming.
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Therefore, in order to reduce the computation time, the stator-rotor combined system is
meshed once, and the corresponding stiffness matrix

and the current source vector

are assembled. The airgap layer is re-meshed at every rotor position, and its stiffness
matrix

is built. In order to solve the FEA, the two systems are coupled together to

form a single system. This can be achieved due to the fact that the airgap layer is meshed
in such a fashion that it does not have any independent nodes. Each node in the airgap
mesh either belongs to the stator-airgap boundary, or the rotor-airgap boundary. The
matrix which defines the coupling between the two systems can be mathematically
expressed as:

(3.40)

where

and

represent the number of nodes on the stator-rotor mesh and the airgap

mesh respectively. The matrix
of

has

rows and

columns. Each element

is defined as follows.
(3.41)

Once the linking matrix is defined, the equation governing the complete system can be
defined as:
(3.42)
In order to further improve the speed of the FEA, the torque calculations for different
rotor positions are parallelized using MATLAB’s parallel computing toolbox. Once the
stator and rotor stiffness matrices are assembled, the data is distributed to individual cores
within the physical processor. Within each core, the airgap stiffness matrices are put
together independently, the FEA is solved for the vector magnetic potential and the
torque is obtained using MST.
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Once the FEA is solved, the next stage involves optimizing the machine geometry
and phase currents, so as to achieve improved performance. For this, first, a set of
objectives have to be defined, which correspond to the performance of the machine. In
this research, the normalized torque ripple and the square of the RMS current are chosen
as the objectives. Also, in this research, the optimization of the SRM is performed
specifically for a heavy hybrid electric vehicle application. Hence, this results in the
addition of certain constraints to the optimization problem. The formulation of the
objective function and its related constraints is discussed in greater detail in the next
section.
3.2. Formulating the optimization problem
This section has two sub-sections. Section 3.2.1 describes the simulation model for
the heavy hybrid case study, while Section 3.2.2 explains how the operating points are
selected from the case study.
3.2.1. Heavy hybrid electric vehicle case study

Fig 3.5. Block diagram of the pre-transmission parallel hybrid

Fig 3.6. Electric part of the heavy hybrid drivetrain
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Fig 3.5 shows the block diagram of the pre-transmission parallel hybrid architecture,
chosen for the HHEV. The mechanical part of the hybrid drivetrain consists of a
Cummins engine, which is connected to a torque converter. The Cummins engine is rated
at 250kW, with a peak torque of 1200Nm and a maximum rotational speed of 2400rpm.
The torque converter is used to connect or disconnect the engine as per the requirement
of the system. The electrical part of the drivetrain (Fig 3.6) consists of the battery, the
electric motor, and a bidirectional power converter in order to facilitate two-way power
flow between the battery and the electrical machine. The electrical machine has a peak
rotational speed of 8498 rpm, and a peak power of 100kW. The battery pack is rated at
256V. As the speed of the electric machine is higher than that of the ICE, a speed
reduction gearbox with a gear ratio of 4.2:1 is used to couple the shaft of the electric
machine to the ICE shaft. The system is then connected to the transmission, and from
there power is delivered to the wheels.
The performance of the HHEV architecture described above is evaluated on the
Manhattan driving cycle [82], using the software Autonomie. This driving cycle is
characterized by frequent stops, and a low vehicle speed. Fig 3.7 shows the speed, torque
and power output of the electric motor, obtained from the HHEV simulation. In order to
have a better understanding of the operation of the electric machine during the drive
cycle, Fig 3.8 shows the output plots for one particular start-stop cycle. The Manhattan
drive cycle is also displayed in both the plots.
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Fig 3.7. Speed, torque, and power of the electric machine as a function of time

Fig 3.8. Speed, torque, and power of the electric machine for one start-stop operation

It can be observed from Fig 3.8 that when the bus begins to accelerate (as observed
from the increasing vehicle speed in the drive cycle data), the speed of the electric motor
also increases, and the torque is positive in magnitude. This means that power is being
transferred from the battery to the wheels, and hence the power is positive. It can be
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observed that the speed of the electric motor does not rise smoothly, but rather has small
dips in between. These instants correspond to a gear shift. Then, at around

, the

speed begins to drop. This corresponds to braking operation of the heavy hybrid.
Correspondingly, the speed of the electric motor also begins to drop, and the torque is
negative. This implies that the electric machine is operating as a generator, and the
battery is being charged. Therefore, it can be observed that the power during this period
is negative. Again, due to the six speed transmission, the speed does not smoothly fall to
zero, and has dips in between. When the vehicle speed reaches zero, as observed from the
drive cycle, the speed and torque of the electric machine are also zero, and hence the
power becomes zero.
3.2.2. Defining the objective function and the constraints
While picking an initial design for SRM, it is essential that the torque-speed data of
the electric motor obtained from the simulation lie within the capability of the chosen
SRM. Therefore, in order to achieve this, the gear ratio of the speed reduction gearbox is
reduced to 3. This reduces the maximum operating speed, while increasing the maximum
operating torque. Fig 3.9 shows the torque-speed data from the simulation, after changing
the gear ratio.
The HHEV case study is used to obtain two operating points, at which the machine is
to be optimized. For this, as a first step, only those operating points are considered at
which the instantaneous power is greater than a certain minimum value. This ensures that
the operating points chosen do not correspond to a very low speed or very low torque.
Since the peak power of the electric motor is at 100kW, the minimum power level is set
at 5kW. In the next step, a statistical analysis of the torque-speed data is performed. The
range of torque values is discretized with a spacing of 20Nm, while the range of speed
values is discretized with a spacing of 400rpm. The discretization is shown in Fig 3.10.
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electric machine torque vs speed
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Fig 3.9. Torque-speed curves of the HHEV simulation data points

Fig 3.10. Statistical analysis of the torque-speed data showing the various grids
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It can be observed from Fig 3.10 that the electric machine operates majorly in the
speed range of around

rpm. By comparing this data to the torque-speed

curve of the base SRM (Fig 3.9), it can be observed that this operation corresponds to
speeds just below the base speed, or slightly above the base speed of the machine.
Similarly, the torque is either at around

Nm, or in the range of

Nm. This

implies that the machine tends to saturate heavily during regenerative braking, while the
magnetic material is usually not saturated when the machine is operating as a motor. In
this research, the data obtained for the speeds above the base speed is not relevant, since
it is assumed that the currents are controlled by an inverter, which is possible in an SRM
only at speeds below the base speed of operation. Therefore, Fig 3.11 shows the torquebased distribution, for all those operating points whose speed is below the base speed of
the SRM.
From Fig 3.11, it can be observed that maximum number of data points in the low
speed region have a torque magnitude between -250Nm and -230Nm. After that, the next
highest number of data points have a torque magnitude between 30Nm and 50Nm.
Therefore, the two operating points chosen for this optimization have torque values of
40Nm and -240Nm. These two operating points offer two advantages. The first advantage
is that at one operating point the torque is positive, while at the other operating point the
torque is negative. This implies that the machine is optimized for both motoring and
generating modes. Another advantage of these two operating points, is that at 40Nm, the
magnetic material has linear magnetization characteristics. However, at -240Nm, the
material is heavily saturated. Thus, the optimization is also performed under different
levels of magnetic material saturation.
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Fig 3.11. Torque distribution in the low-speed region

The objectives functions reflect the main considerations regarding the performance
of the machine. Since a major issue in SRMs is the presence of an undesirable torque
ripple, this is chosen as the first objective. The normalized torque ripple

is defined as

(3.43)

where

is equal to the average torque,

torque at the

rotor position, and

is the value of the electromagnetic

is the number of rotor positions. The average

torque can be expressed as
(3.44)
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Fig 3.12. Trapezoidal current waveform

For the calculation of the average torque and the normalized torque, the
electromagnetic torque is obtained at every
calculation does not consider the torque at

between

and

. However, the

, because this is similar to the value at

.

Also, the operating points chosen earlier are associated to inequality constraints for the
average torque generated.
The square of the RMS current (which represents the losses) is the second objective.
Consider the trapezoidal waveform shown in Fig 3.12. The period of the phase current
is
The current waveform can be defined as:

(3.45)

The square of the RMS current can be derived as:
+
(3.46)
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After integration, the above equation can be re-written as:

(3.47
)

The final result can be expressed as:
(3.48)
Separate objectives are defined for the motoring and generating modes. The
optimization problem is defined as:

(3.49)

where

represents the design variables which modify the tooth shapes and the firing

angles, and the subscripts

and

corresponding to the motoring and generating modes

respectively. The constraint equations are defined as:

(3.50)

In order to obtain the lower and upper bounds for the average torque, it is assumed
that the average torque for the modified designs can vary up to
chosen in the motoring mode and up to

of the mean value

of the mean value chosen in the generating

mode, where the mean value for the average torques in the two modes are nothing but the
operating points taken from the HHEV case study.
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Therefore
and

Nm

Nm

Nm,

Nm.
The next stage involves using a genetic algorithm to solve the optimization problem

and obtain a Pareto-optimal set of designs, which is the set of non-dominated designs.
The results of the optimization are explained in detail in the next chapter.
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4. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS

In this chapter, the results obtained from the optimization are presented. The first
section provides details about the specifications related to the optimization study. Then,
in the second section, the combined Pareto plots are plotted and explained in detail. The
third sections picks one optimized design from each study, and then plots and explains
the torques, phase currents, and tooth shapes of this optimized design. In the final section,
the design variables of the designs which result in superior performance along one of the
modes are combined, and then the performance of the hybrid design is observed, to
understand if the optimization is truly independent with respect to the mode of operation
of the SRM.
4.1. Technical specifications of the optimization study
The optimization was performed using the genetic optimization system engineering
toolbox (GOSET) [80] and MATLAB’s parallel computing toolbox. The computer on
which the optimization studies were performed is powered by a
16 cores, and has

GB of RAM. The operating system is a

-GHz processor with
bit Windows- operating

system. The optimization was performed using a population size of

, and the

members of the population are allowed to evolve over 1000 generations. The complete
optimization takes about

days to complete.

4.2. Pareto fronts
Fig 4.1 plots the fitness values of the optimized designs, corresponding to the
motoring mode of operation of the SRM, while Fig 4.2 shows a similar plot, for the
fitness values corresponding to optimization of the generating mode of the SRM. In both
the figures, the red marker indicates the fitness values of the base design, the blue ones
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indicate the optimized designs obtained when only the phase currents are optimized, and
the black markers indicate the optimized designs obtained when both the tooth shapes
and firing angles are optimized simultaneously.
Two important observations can be made from the Pareto fronts. The first one is that
irrespective of whether only the currents are optimized or both the tooth shapes and
current waveforms are simultaneously optimized, all the optimized designs dominate the
base design along one or more of the objectives. The second observation which can be
made is that the optimization involving both the pole shapes and the firing angles
generally results in better designs as compared to optimizing the switching currents
alone. Thus, it proves the fact that in order to truly optimize the performance of the SRM,
a coupled optimization strategy is necessary which involves simultaneously optimizing
the geometry and the phase currents
Pareto fronts showing the non-dominated designs
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Fig 4.1. Pareto fronts, showing the set of non-dominated designs, with the objective
values corresponding to the motoring mode
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Pareto fronts showing the non-dominated designs
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Fig 4.2. Pareto fronts, showing the set of non-dominated designs, with the objective
values corresponding to the generating mode

In the next section, one optimized design is picked from each pf the two optimization
strategies, and its performance is analyzed in detail, and compared with the performance
of the base design.
4.3. Performance of some of the optimized designs
Fig 4.3 and Fig 4.4 show the Pareto fronts as described before, but also indicate the
designs which are picked from each optimized study. The point P1 is an optimization
point which is from the study involving the phase currents alone, while the point P2 is a
sculpted machine design which is from the study involving both the tooth shapes and
firing angles.
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Pareto fronts showing the non-dominated designs
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Fig 4.3. Pareto fronts corresponding to the motoring mode, with the two designs chosen
to analyze
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Fig 4.4. Pareto fronts corresponding to the generating mode, with the two designs chosen
to analyze

It is to be observed that the optimized designs are scaled, before their performance is
analyzed and compared with the base design. This is because when the optimization was
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being performed, the constraints in the optimization study allow a certain window for the
average torque to vary. However, after the optimization, the designs have to finally
generate exactly the required torque in the motoring and generating mode. Therefore, this
is achieved by scaling the peak magnitudes of the phase currents so that all designs
generate nearly the same average torque. This also makes meaning while comparing the
performance of the designs. The factor for scaling each phase current is obtained by a
trial and error approach, and is found that in the motoring mode, the phase current in P1
are scaled by

, and the currents in P2 are scaled by

generating mode, the currents in P1 are scaled by
by

. Similarly, in the

, while those in P2 are scaled

.

4.3.1. Design parameters of the optimized designs
Table. 4.2 shows the parameters of P1, while Table. 4.1 shows the parameters for the
design P2. The parameters for the base design are also shown for comparison purposes in
both tables. In both the tables, the design variable is also mentioned. The meaning of each
design variable in Table. 4.2 is explained in Section 2.3.2, while the meaning of each
design variable in Table. 4.1 is mentioned in Section 2.2.2 and Section 2.3.2 combined.
Also, the magnitudes of phase currents mentioned are the scaled magnitudes.
It can be observed that when the phase currents alone vary, the optimization tends to
advance the turn on, while delaying the turn off. However, when both the pole shapes and
firing angles vary simultaneously, the turn on is nearly the same, while turn off is
delayed.
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Table. 4.1 Parameters of the design P2
Base
P2
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Table 4.1 continued

Table. 4.2 Parameters of the design P1
Base
P1

4.3.2. Torque profiles of the optimized designs
Fig 4.5 and Fig 4.6 show the torque profiles of the optimized designs in the motoring
and generating modes respectively. As the torque profile repeats itself every
torques have been plotted for the

, the

interval alone. It can be observed in both the

modes of operation that the optimized designs in general deliver the required amount of
torque, with much lower ripple content compared to the base design.
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electromagnetic torque in the motoring mode
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Fig 4.5. Torque profiles of the designs P1 and P2 in comparison with that of the base
design, for the motoring mode of operation
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Fig 4.6. Torque profiles of the designs P1 and P2 in comparison with that of the base
design, for the generating mode of operation
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4.3.3. Phase current waveforms of the optimized designs
switching currents in the motoring mode
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Fig 4.7. Optimized phase current waveforms of Phase-B of designs P1 and P2 for the
motoring mode of operation, in comparison with the base current

switching currents in the generating mode
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Fig 4.8. Optimized phase current waveforms of Phase-A of designs P1 and P2 for the
generating mode of operation, in comparison with the base current
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Fig 4.7 and Fig 4.8 show the phase current waveforms of the optimized designs in
the motoring and generating modes respectively. The waveforms shown are for Phase-B
in the motoring mode and for Phase-A in the generating mode. The other phase currents
have a similar shape, but are just shifted by

, depending on the firing sequence. It

can be observed that in the motoring mode, the current waveforms when optimizing the
firing angles alone are advanced both during turn on and turn off. However, when both
the tooth shapes and firing angles are optimized, the turn on is nearly the same as the
base, while turn off gets delayed. In the generating mode, the phase currents get delayed
both during turn on and turn off, when only the phase currents are optimized. When both
the tooth shapes and firing angles are simultaneously optimized, the turn on is nearly the
same as the original. The magnitude however reduces in comparison with the base
currents.
4.3.4. Optimal tooth shapes
optimized tooth shapes
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Fig 4.9. Sculpted stator and rotor tooth shapes of the optimized designs, along with the
un-modified tooth shape
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Fig 4.9 shows the carved stator and rotor tooth shapes for the optimized design, in
comparison with that of the base design. The green curves represent the coils on the stator
end, and the rotor backiron. From the figure, it appears as though the airgap in the
optimized design is much larger compared to the base tooth. This is not the case, and the
designs are plotted this way just to view the variations in shape easily. It can be observed
that both edges of the rotor tooth are carved, while only the receiving edge of the stator
tooth is sculpted.
4.3.5. Flux density in different regions of the machine
Fig 4.10 - Fig 4.13 show the flux density maps in the conventional SRM and the
optimized design, at different rotor positions. The generating mode alone is considered,
since the currents are really high and hence the material would be heavily saturated in the
core. It can be observed that in general, the optimized design appears to be performing at
lower levels of saturation. This can also be inferred from the phase currents described
earlier, as it was observed that the peak magnitude of the current was lower.
It is observed from the Pareto fronts that there are few optimized designs, which give
really superior performance along one of the two modes, but which are not very good in
the other mode. Therefore, in the next section, the design variables of two different
designs are combined together and their performance is analyzed, in order to observe if
the optimization is independent of the mode or not.
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Fig 4.10. Flux density map in base SRM (left) and design P2 (right) at

, with the

currents corresponding to the generating mode

Fig 4.11 Flux density map in base SRM (left) and design P2 (right) at
currents corresponding to the generating mode

, with the
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Fig 4.12. Flux density map in base SRM (left) and design P2 (right) at

, with the

currents corresponding to the generating mode

Fig 4.13. Flux density map in base SRM (left) and design P2 (right) at
currents corresponding to the generating mode

, with the
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4.4. Combining design parameters of the optimized designs
Pareto fronts showing the non-dominated designs
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Fig 4.14. Pareto fronts, also showing the designs which were chosen to be combined, and
the final objective values of the combined design in the motoring mode
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Fig 4.15. Pareto fronts, also showing the designs which were chosen to be combined, and
the final objective values of the combined design in the generating mode
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Fig 4.14 and Fig 4.15 show the Pareto fronts from before. It is to be observed that the
black markers in the two figures are two different designs. They are combined together to
form a new optimization point. In both modes, it can be observed that the point obtained
from the study involving the phase currents alone, performs exactly as the initial points.
This is expected, since the machine geometry is the conventional SRM geometry, which
implies that the objectives values in the two modes are technically affected only by the
phase currents for the corresponding modes.
When the new design is obtained by combining both the tooth shapes and the firing
angles, it can be observed that there is an increase in the torque ripple, while the losses
stay nearly the same. However, it can be observed in the generating mode that there is
really good reduction in the torque ripple, with some increase in losses. But, in both
modes, it is clear that the performance of the new design is not exactly the same as the
ones from which it was obtained. This implies that the optimization involving the tooth
shapes and firing angles, is not truly independent in the two modes.
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Fig 4.16. Torque in the motoring mode for the new design in comparison with the
original designs
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Fig 4.17. Torque in the generating mode for the new design in comparison with the
original designs

Fig 4.16 and Fig 4.17 show the torque profiles in the motoring and generating
modes. It can be observed that the optimized designs result in performance that is better
than the base design. Also, it can be observed that when both the tooth shapes and firing
angles are simultaneously optimized, the new design results in slightly smoother torque
profile compared to the original design.
Fig 4.18 shows the optimized tooth shape corresponding to the design ‘P4’. Similar
to the tooth shapes plotted in the earlier section, the airgaps for the designs are not
different. The plots are just to show both the original and the modified tooth shapes in a
similar manner. From the figure, it can be observed that the shape is very similar to the
one obtained for the design ‘P2’. This gives a hint that maybe this is one of the truly
optimal designs, which can be obtained.
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Fig 4.18. Optimized tooth shapes

In all the results presented in this chapter, there is an underlying assumption made
that the phase currents are controlled by a converter, which employs hysteresis
modulation to control the currents. However, this is possible only as long as the speed of
rotation is lower than the base speed of the machine. It was observed from the heavy
hybrid case study in Section 3.2.1 that during normal operation of the vehicle, the speed
of the electric machine can increase to as much as thrice the base speed. Therefore, it is
also essential to study the performance of the optimized designs at higher speeds. The
next chapter discusses the dynamic simulation model, built to analyze the performance of
the optimized designs over a wide range of speeds.
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5. DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF THE SRM

This chapter has two main sections. Section 5.1 explains the dynamic simulation
model in detail, and also explains the fitting technique used to obtain the flux linkage vs
current vs rotor position characteristics. Then, the results of the simulation are presented
in Section 5.2.
5.1. The simulation model

Fig 5.1. Block diagram of the simulation model

The functional block diagram of the simulation model is shown in Fig 5.1. For the
purpose of simulation, it is assumed that the mechanical speed is constant. The rotor
position, which is obtained by integrating the rotational speed with respect to time, is fed
as input to the model. The rotor position which corresponds to the aligned position of
Phase-A is referenced as

(Fig 2.1). Also, as the firing sequence repeats itself every

radians, the integrator resets every

.

By comparing the reference currents and the actual currents in the phases at each
sampling instant, the switching signals can be defined, from which the phase voltages can
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be defined. In order to explain the switching better, it is necessary to understand the
converter used. In this research, it is assumed that the SRM is fed by an asymmetric
bridge converter.

Fig 5.2. Asymmetric bridge converter connected to one phase of the SRM [76]

Fig 5.2 shows one phase of the SRM connected to one leg of an asymmetric bridge
converter. Each phase leg of the converter has two switches and two free-wheeling
diodes. A very simple two-level switching strategy is employed in this research.
Whenever the actual current in a particular phase falls below the commanded current by a
certain hysteresis level, both the switches T1 and T2 are turned on in unison, and the
phase voltage is at

. Similarly, whenever the actual current in the machine windings

is higher than the commanded value by a certain hysteresis level, both T1 and T2 are set
to zero, and the phase voltage is at

, thereby allowing the phase currents to decay

rapidly. It is important to note that the current control is possible only as long as the
speed of the SRM is below the base speed. As it would be proved by the results, when the
speed of the machine increases beyond the base speed, the phase currents cannot be
controlled.
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For the purpose of this research, the DC voltage is rated at
level is set at

V, and the hysteresis

A. The current control is done by assuming that a hysteretic delta

modulator is employed, with a sampling frequency of

kHz Also, a simple inductive

filter is employed at the input to reduce the ripple, with an inductance of

mH.

Once the phase voltages are obtained, the machine dynamics block described in Fig
5.1 takes the voltages and the rotor position as inputs, and calculates the time derivatives
of the current in each phase. These are integrated to obtain the currents in each phase of
the SRM. For this purpose, the voltage equation of each phase of the SRM can be written
as:
(5.1)
where

represents the voltage across each phase,

corresponds to the phase current, and

is the resistance of each phase,

is the flux linkage. If

, then the above

equation can be re-written as:
(5.2)
Here,

is known as the electrical angle, and

is the number of rotor poles.

From the above equation,

(5.3)

By integrating the above equation, the phase currents can be obtained. Once the currents
are obtained, the torque can be obtained from the co-energy as:
(5.4)
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As it can be observed from above, an important part of this procedure involves defining a
function for the flux linkage in terms of current and rotor position. This is presented in
the following sub-section.

5.1.1. Curve-fitting the flux linkage characteristics of the SRM
In literature, many attempts have been made to define mathematical expressions to
characterize the flux linkage as a function of the current and rotor position ([36], [39],
[40], and [43]). However, these mathematical expressions do not accurately model the
behavior of flux linkage when the effects of magnetic saturation are considered.
Therefore, in order to accurately model

, a two-step procedure is employed in the

present research. In the first step, the flux linkage is modeled as a function of rotor
position, assuming that the current in the phase windings is constant, i.e., at a particular
value of phase current, the flux linkage at different

can be mathematically expressed

as:
(5.5)
where

and

correspond to the maximum number of harmonics of

the cosine and sine terms. The reference values for the flux linkage are obtained from
FEA studies at different current magnitudes and different rotor positions. For the
base design, only the cosine terms would be sufficient to fit the flux linkage.
However, the sine terms compensate for the asymmetry in the flux linkage profile
which happens because of the sculpting of the tooth shapes. By using the principle of
least squares curve fit, the coefficients in the above equation can be fit at different
values of phase currents. Fig 5.3 and Fig 5.4 show the actual and curve-fit flux
linkage curves as the rotor rotates, while Fig 5.5 - Fig 5.8 plot the variation of the
coefficients at different current magnitudes. All the figures are obtained for the optimized
tooth shape, which corresponds to the point ‘P2’ in the Pareto fronts in Fig 4.3 and Fig
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4.4. The optimized design is chosen instead of the un-modified design in order to show
the accuracy of the proposed curve-fit technique.

Fig 5.3. Actual and curve-fit values of flux linkages, as the rotor rotates, for low currents

Fig 5.4. Actual and curve-fit flux linkages, as the rotor rotates, for large currents
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Fig 5.5. Variation of the coefficients

with current

Fig 5.6. Variation of the coefficients

with current
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Fig 5.7. Variation of the coefficients

with current

Fig 5.8. Variation of the coefficients

with current
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An interesting observation which can be made from the curve fits is that the ’s are
comparable in magnitude with many of the ’s. This is continuous with the explanation
made earlier that the ’s account for non-symmetries in the tooth shapes. If the above
curves were to be obtained for the base tooth, ’s would have very low magnitudes. The
second step in this procedure involves attempting to fit the variation of the ’s and
the ’s with current. It can be observed from the above figures, that the variation of the
coefficients are random with respect to the current. Hence, the cubic spline interpolation
is used in order to fit these coefficients. According to the cubic spline interpolation, if a
function

is defined by a set of points

the points

and

. Then, between

, the function can be interpolated as:
(5.6)

where

and

correspond to the coefficients of the

cubic spline. The

interpolation has three conditions:

(5.7)

Once the coefficients of the spline are obtained, the complete analytical expression for
the flux linkage can be written as:
(5.8)
where

and

correspond to the cubic spline interpolation functions. From the

above equation, the partial derivatives of the flux linkage with respect to the current and
rotor position can be obtained as:
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(5.9)

(5.10)
The above two equations are used in the machine dynamics block (Fig 5.1) to obtain the
time derivatives of the phase currents. In the above expressions, the derivatives for the
cubic splines can be obtained as:
(5.11)
By substituting (5.11) in (5.9), the currents can be obtained. From (5.10), the equation for
the torque can be re-written as:
(5.12
)
The integral for the cubic splines can be obtained as:
(5.13)
The value of the constant

is obtained by evaluating

at

. Fig 5.9 shows

the torque obtained from (5.12), superimposed with the actual torques obtained from FEA
simulation, at different magnitudes of phase currents. It can be observed that the
proposed technique fits the actual torque values accurately.
All the blocks in Fig 5.1 are well defined now. Therefore, the dynamic simulation
model is built using SIMULINK, and a dynamic simulation is performed. The results of
the simulation are explained in the next section.
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Fig 5.9. Actual torque and torque obtained from curve-fit, at low currents

Fig 5.10. Actual torque and torque obtained from curve-fit, at high currents
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5.2. Results of the simulation
This section observes the outputs, obtained from the dynamic simulation at different
speeds of rotation of the machine. At each speed, the performance of the base SRM and
the optimized design are plotted, and the objective values are mentioned for both the
SRMs and a comparison is made.
5.2.1.

rpm

In this sub-section, the speed of the machine is not very large, and hence
theoretically current control must be possible at this speed. Fig 5.11 shows the reference
and actual phase currents of Phase-C in the motoring mode of operation, while Fig 5.12
shows the reference and actual phase currents of the same phase in the generating mode
of operation. The currents of the optimized design have been scaled, similar to what was
done in the previous chapter, so that the average torques are nearly the same for the two
designs under comparison. It can be observed that, although there is a large ripple due to
the absence of any filtering circuit, the currents in both the motoring and generating
modes appear to accurately track the reference currents.
Fig 5.13 shows the electromagnetic torque obtained from the simulation for the base
design and the optimized design, corresponding to the motoring mode of operation.
Similarly, Fig 5.14 shows a similar curve for the generating mode of operation. In both
curves, the torque obtained from is also shown for the purpose of comparison. Apart from
the large torque ripple in the outputs, the torques in both the motoring and generating
modes do appear to be controllable.
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Fig 5.11. Reference and actual currents in Phase-C for the motoring mode of operation,
at
rpm

Fig 5.12. Reference and actual currents in Phase-C for the generating mode of operation,
at
rpm
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Fig 5.13. Torque for the base design and the optimized design in the motoring mode
at
rpm

Fig 5.14. Torque for the base design and the optimized design in the generating mode
at

rpm
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Table. 5.1 Objective values obtained from the simulation in the motoring mode,
when
rpm
Base

P2

Table. 5.2 Objective values obtained from the simulation in the generating mode,
when
rpm
Base

P2

Table. 5.3 Objective values obtained from FEA in the motoring mode
Base
P2

Table. 5.4 Objective values obtained from FEA in the generating mode
Base
P2

Table. 5.1 shows the average torque, the normalized torque ripple, and the square of
the RMS current of the designs in the motoring mode, while Table. 5.2 shows the same
values for the designs in the generating mode. It can be observed that in the motoring
mode, the optimized design generates slightly lower average torque, with increased
torque ripple. However, the power losses of the optimized design are lower than the base
design. In the generating mode, it can be observed that the optimized design generates
higher magnitude of average torque with reduced ripple and losses. For the purpose of
comparison, the values for these objectives obtained from FEA are also displayed in
Table. 5.3 and Table. 5.4. In general, it can be observed that the FEA results are of lower
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ripple and losses. This could be because in FEA there is no additional ripple, while it was
observed from the simulation outputs that additional switching ripple was introduced. If
this ripple is reduced, then it is possible that the objective values could be nearly the same
in both FEA and from the simulation.
5.2.2.

rpm

This is a higher speed of operation, at which although at certain rotor positions
hysteresis control may be possible, it would be observed through the results that the
actual phase currents may not accurately track the reference currents. As a first step, at
this speed, let the required amount of average torque be defined as
motoring mode, and

Nm for the

Nm in the generating mode. Then, by using the same

optimized current waveforms as reference and by just advancing the firing angles, this
required torque is generated by both the base and the optimized design in both modes.
Finally, based on the actual torques and currents, a comparison is made between the two
designs.
Fig 5.15 and Fig 5.16 show the torques obtained in the motoring and generating
modes for the base and optimized design. It can be observed that because the firing
angles have been advanced, although the torques are not controlled very accurately as it
was observed in the previous mode, both the designs are still able to generate the required
amount of average torque. Fig 5.17 and Fig 5.18 show the currents for Phase-C for the
two designs in the motoring and generating modes respectively. As explained before, in
order to obtain the required average torque, the turn on angles have been advanced. In the
motoring mode, the base currents are advanced by
by

, the currents for P2 are advanced

. In the generating mode, the base currents are advanced by

currents in P2 are advanced by

, while the

. All the angles are in terms of mechanical angles.

It can be observed that in the motoring mode, as the currents are low, the control still
exists. However, in the generating mode, because of the higher magnitude of phase
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currents, it is clear that the generating currents take much longer to rise to the required
value.

Fig 5.15. Torque for the base design and the optimized design in the motoring mode
at

rpm

Fig 5.16. Torque for the base design and the optimized design in the generating mode
at

rpm
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Fig 5.17. Reference and actual currents in Phase-C for the motoring mode of operation,
at

rpm

Fig 5.18. Reference and actual currents in Phase-C for the generating mode of operation,
at

rpm
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Table. 5.5 Objective values obtained from the simulation in the motoring mode,
when
rpm
Base

P2

Table. 5.6 Objective values obtained from the simulation in the generating mode,
when
rpm
Base

P2

Table. 5.5 and Table. 5.6 show the average torque, ripple and losses for the
optimized designs in the motoring and generating modes respectively. It can be observed
that similar to the outputs in the previous sub-section at low speed, the optimized design
tends to generate higher torque ripple compared to the base design, while in the
generating mode it is able to generate the required average torque with reduced ripple and
losses.

5.2.3.

rpm

This is an even higher speed of rotation. Again, the first step at higher speeds is to
look at a torque value that is required to be generated. From Fig 3.9, it can be observed
that the machine would have to generate as much as

Nm. Therefore, let this be the

torque required. The next step is to obtain a set of current waveforms in order to generate
this required torque. The reference currents defined for the base and the optimized design
in the previous mode of operation are considered for this speed also. However, the peak
magnitude is increased, so that the average torque generated corresponds to the required
value.
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Fig 5.19. Reference and actual currents in Phase-C for the motoring mode of operation,
at

rpm

Fig 5.20. Torque for the base design and the optimized design in the motoring mode
at

rpm
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Table. 5.7 Objective values obtained from the simulation, when
Base

rpm

P2

Fig 5.19 shows the currents defined to obtain this torque, and the actual currents, for
the base design and the optimized design. The first observation is that the optimized
design clearly is able to generate the required average torque with much lower peak value
of current. Also, because of the very large speed, it can be observed that in both designs
the actual currents do not follow the reference values. For the same case, Fig 5.20 shows
the torques for the two designs. It can be observed that the optimized design generates
lower ripple content. The objective function values for both the base design and the
optimized design are shown in Table. 5.7. It is very clear that the optimized design is able
to generate the required average torque with much lower torque ripple content and much
lower power losses.
It was observed in this chapter, that although the optimization was performed on the
designs assuming that the machine is operating at speeds below its base speed, the
optimized design does result in superior performance when compared with the base
design at both low and high speeds. The final conclusions of this research, and possible
improvements and future work in this direction are presented in the next chapter.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

This research has presented a new optimization technique to improve the overall
performance of the switched reluctance motor, and make it a truly viable alternative to
the permanent magnet motor for heavy hybrid electric vehicle applications. In order to
achieve this objective, the stator and rotor tooth shapes, and the phase currents were
simultaneously modified from their initial values.
The tooth shapes were sculpted based on the principle of quadratic Bézier curves,
with the end points connected to the tooth side using straight line segments. This allowed
the possibility of analyzing a wide range of non-conventional tooth shapes, including flat
tooth shapes, and also various convex and concave tooth shapes, in order to achieve
better torque performance. Also, each end of the stator and rotor tooth were allowed to
vary independently, which enabled the possibility of analyzing a wide variety of nonsymmetric designs. Along with modifying the tooth shapes, the phase currents were also
modified. For this purpose, the currents were defined as a trapezoidal waveform, and the
design variables modified the turn on and turn off instants and the peak magnitudes of the
phase currents. Again, the phase currents were defined independently for both the
motoring and generating modes, so as to maximize the search space for finding optimal
SRM designs.
Then, the multi-objective optimization problem was defined with the objectives
being the minimization of the normalized torque ripple and the square of the RMS current
in the motoring and generating modes. In order to define the constraints, a heavy hybrid
case study was performed and two operating points were chosen which represented the
operation of the SRM at different levels of magnetic saturation, and also during motoring
and generating modes of operation. As heavy hybrids are majorly used in transit buses in
various cities, the Manhattan drive cycle was used in the case study.
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The output torque profiles and the current waveforms of the optimized SRM designs
showed that it is indeed possible to obtain modified SRM geometries, which give
superior performance in terms of lower torque ripple and lower losses in a heavy hybrid
application. Also, the tooth shapes obtained were free from notches or sudden variations
in shape, which implies that these shapes are not difficult to manufacture. The
optimization also justified the fact that in order to truly optimize the performance of the
SRM, both the machine geometry and the phase currents would have to be optimized
simultaneously.
In order to observe the independence of the two modes of operation in an SRM, two
designs were chosen which gave superior performance in either of the two modes of
operation, and their parameters were combined to build a new design. Upon observing
the performance of the new design, it was observed that although the new design does not
necessarily now become the best in both modes of operation, it still performed better than
the base design along all objectives. This implies that maybe the two modes of operation
are not truly independent.
The genetic algorithm based optimization study was performed based on the
assumption that the actual drive has a converter with hysteresis control, so that the
desired currents could be obtained in the phases of the machine. This is possible, only as
long as the speed of rotation of the rotor is below the base speed of the SRM. However,
when the SRM would be used to operate as part of the electric drivetrain in a heavy
hybrid, the speed could increase up to as much as three times the base speed. Therefore,
along with optimizing the machine at lower speeds, it is also necessary to study the
performance of these optimized designs at higher speeds. Therefore, in order to achieve
this, an effective model of the SRM drive was built in SIMULINK. As the tricky part of
modeling SRMs is finding a method to accurately fit the nonlinear flux linkage vs current
vs rotor position characteristics, a combination of Fourier series and cubic splines are
used to accurately model the dynamics of the machine.
The optimized designs were simulated at various speeds, and their performance was
compared to that of the base design. It was observed from the simulation results that the
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optimized designs indeed result in superior performance at all speeds. However, these
operating points need not necessarily be optimal.
This thesis attempts to serve as a starting point for research along the lines of using
SRM as a practical alternative to the permanent magnet machines and the induction
machines, for hybrid and heavy hybrid vehicle applications. Therefore, there could be
many further advancements made to this research. For example, in the optimization, the
shape of the currents were assumed to be trapezoidal, and the firing angles were
optimized along with the peak magnitude in order to achieve superior performance.
However, the phase currents could also be defined in terms of a function, maybe like a
Fourier series with harmonic coefficients. This would allow the optimization algorithm to
look at current waveforms which are not trapezoidal, in order to achieve improved
performance.
Also, in this research, when the machine was being analyzed at speeds above the
base speed, a trial and error approach was employed to obtain a set of firing angles for the
phase currents, so that the required torque is generated. However, this may not be the
most optimal solution. Therefore, as an improvement to this research, the optimization
could be performed using a quasi-static FEA, which would account for different speeds
as well.
A third addition to this research would be to build a prototype of one of the SRM
designs analyzed in this research, and practically testing the performance of the
optimized designs on a heavy hybrid electric vehicle test bed. This would also help in the
understanding of the practical difficulties involved in the commercial manufacturing of
such asymmetric designs.
One of the issues in this research is the major amount of time consumed due to the
coupled FEA-GA based optimization. This was necessary, since the designs were not
symmetric and hence the only way torque can be computed accurately would be through
FEA related studies. Therefore, a further, but more generic advancement to this research
would be attempting to build an accurate analytical model, which could be used to
analyze the performance of SRMs with asymmetric geometries.
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APPENDIX: MATLAB CODES

%{
#Call: ga_SRM;
Main script for multi-objective optimization of the 8/6 SRM for improved
performance in heavy hybrid electric vehicle applications
Variables:
GAP - genetic algorithm parameters
id - a structure that defines control identifiers related to the FEA and
the optimization
gd - gene ranges for the design variables
GAS - genetic algorithm statistics
bp - numeric values of the design variables for the non-dominated designs
f
- fitness values for the non-dominated designs
%}
%% Clear MATLAB workspace
clear all;
close all;
clc
%% Open MATLAB's parallel computing toolbox
parpool(16);
%% Define the initial GAP parameters
GAP = gap_modfy;
%% Define the control parameters for the FEA
id = fea_run_control;
%% Define the range for the design variables for the optimization
GAP = ga_SRM_range_set_bezier(GAP);
%% Start the GOSET run
[fP_new,GAS,bp,f] = gaoptimize(@fit_SRM,GAP,id);
%% Close MATLAB's parallel computing toolbox
delete(gcp);
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function GAP
= gap_modfy
%{
#Call: GAP
= gap_modfy;
This funtion defines the default genetic algorithm parameters, and modifies
some of these values in order to facilitate faster convergence.
Outputs:
GAP

- the GA parameters with modifications made to the
functionalities
No
- number of objectives for the optimization
O
- objective for which the optimization is to be performed
(0 corresponds to multi-objective optimization)
Np
- size of the population
Ng
- number of generations
GAP.op_list - list of objectives for which the gene distribution is to
be plotted
GAP.pp_list - list of objectives for which the pareto is plotted
GAP.dp_np
- number of individuals to display in the objective plot
GAP.rp_gbr - interval for reporting

%}
%% Define the genetic algorithm parameters
No
= 4;
O
= 0;
Np
= 100;
Ng
= 1000;
GAP
= gapdefault(No,O,Np,Ng);
GAP.op_list
= [1 2 3 4];
GAP.pp_list
= [];
GAP.dp_np
= GAP.fp_npop;
GAP.rp_gbr
= 1;
end
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function [id] = fea_run_control
%{
#Call: id
= fea_run_control;
This function defines the parameters which correspond to the FEA simulation
and the genetic algorithm
%}
%% Whether the FEA is linear or non-linear
% 1 - Stator and rotor core has linear magnetization characteristics
%~1 - Stator and rotor core material saturates at high flux densities
id.magnetization
= 2;
%% Discrete rotor positions for which FEA is performed
% Mechanical angle
id.rotor_angle
= 0:0.5:15;
% Number of rotor positions
id.number_of_rotor_positions = size(id.rotor_angle,2);
%% Constraints on the minimum motoring and generating torque
id.Tmmin
= 36;
id.Tmmax
= 44;
id.Tgmin
= 228;
id.Tgmax
= 252;
%% Epsilon for fitness function
id.eps
= 1e-13;
end
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function [GAP] = ga_SRM_range_set_bezier(GAP)
%{
#Call: GAP
= ga_SRM_range_set_bezier(GAP);
This function estimates the ranges for the design variables
Inputs:
GAP
Outputs:
GAP
%}

- genetic algorithm parameters
- genetic algorithm parameters with the gene ranges

%% Define the ranges for various design variables
gd
= [];
%minimum values for the design variables
gd(1:20,1)
= 0;
gd(21,1)
= -5;
gd(22,1)
= 2;
gd(23,1)
= -5;
gd(24,1)
= 2;
gd(25,1)
= 10;
gd(26,1)
= -5;
gd(27,1)
= 2;
gd(28,1)
= -5;
gd(29,1)
= 2;
gd(30,1)
= 10;
%maximum values for the design variables
gd(1:20,2)
= 1;
gd(21,2)
= -5;
gd(21,2)
= 5;
gd(22,2)
= 7;
gd(23,2)
= 5;
gd(24,2)
= 7;
gd(25,2)
= 1000;
gd(26,2)
= 5;
gd(27,2)
= 7;
gd(28,2)
= 5;
gd(29,2)
= 7;
gd(30,2)
= 1000;
%method in which
%1-integer
%2-linear
%3-logarithmic
gd(:,3)
=
gd(25,3)
=
gd(30,3)
=

the genes are normalized

2;
3;
3;

%chromosome ID (by default, all design variables are placed in the one)
gd(:,4)
= 1;
GAP.gd
= gd;
end
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function [f] = fit_SRM(P, id)
%{
#Call: f
= fit_SRM(P, id);
Given a particular SRM design and phase currents, this function solves the
FEA, obtains the electromagnetic torque, and estimates the fitness function
for the design.
Inputs:
P
id

- the design variables which define the SRM tooth shape and
phase current firing angles and peak magnitudes
- control identifiers for the FEA and GA

Outputs:
f
f(1)
f(2)
f(3)
f(4)

-

the fitness function for that particular design
1/(Irms^2) for the motoring mode(1/A^2)
1/(Irms^2) for the generating mode (1/A^2)
normalized torque ripple for the motoring mode
normalized torque ripple for the generating mode

Internal Variables:
srm
- a structure which saves all the SRM dimensions
stator
- all dimensions relating to the stator in one structure
rotor
- all dimensions relating to the rotor in one structure
airgap
- all dimensions relating to the airgap in one structure
N
- number of turns of each coil
nu
- inverse of permeabilities of various regions (m)
mc_length
- axial length of the machine (m)
Q_rt
- the first rotor position in the array of rotor positions for
which FEA is to be performed (the stator and rotor are
meshed only for this position)
sr
- a structure which carries data on the nodes and triangles
for the stator-rotor mesh
sr_prfr
- the structure sr, saved into a temporary variable for the
- parallel loop
st_prfr
- the stator structure, saved into a temporary variable for
the parallel loop
rt_prfr
- the rotor structure, saved into a temporary variable for
the parallel loop
ag_prfr
- the airgap structure, saved into a temporary variable for
the parallel loop
id_prfr
- the control variables, saved into a temporary variable for
the parallel loop
N_prfr
- the number of turns, saved into a temporary variable for
the parallel loop
nu_prfr
- the structure holding the inverse of permeabilities, saved
into a temporary variable for the parallel loop
l_prfr
- the axial length, saved into a temporary variable for the
parallel loop (m)
P_prfr
- the design variables, saved into a temporary variable for
the parallel loop
Q_rt
- the first rotor position in the array of rotor positions for
which FEA is to be performed, saved into a temporary
variable for the parallel loop
ag
- a structure which holds the nodes and triangles data for the
airgap meshes
I
- the current vector, which defines current in each phase (A)
A_d_p
- the vector potential values of each node in the stator-rotor
and the airgap mesh, for motoring mode of operation
mag
- an identifier which says if the FEA solved is linear or not
%}
%% Obtain the dimensions of the SRM
srm
= dimensions_SRM;
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%% Obtain the dimensions of each of the regions individually
stator
= srm.stator;
rotor
= srm.rotor;
airgap
= srm.airgap;
N
= srm.N;
nu
= srm.nu;
mc_length
= srm.mc_length;
clear srm
%% Define the flexible nodes
[stator]
= flex_add_SRM_stator_bezier(stator,P(1:10,1));
[rotor]
= flex_add_SRM_rotor_bezier(rotor,P(11:20,1));
%% Define the first rotor angle
Q_rt
= (pi/180)*id.rotor_angle(1);
%% Build the stator and rotor mesh for the first rotor angle alone
mesh_SRM_stator_rotor(Q_rt,stator,rotor,airgap);
%% Obtain the data for the nodes and triangles for the stator-rotor mesh
sr
= nodes_triangles_stator_rotor(stator,airgap);
%% Build the stiffness matrix for the stator-rotor system
sr
= stiffness_build_stator_rotor(sr,nu);
%% Run the parallel loop to compute the torque at multiple rotor angles
parfor i
= 1:id.number_of_rotor_positions-1
%% Assign temporary variables for the parallel computing loop
sr_prfr = sr;
st_prfr = stator;
rt_prfr = rotor;
ag_prfr = airgap;
id_prfr = id;
N_prfr
= N;
nu_prfr = nu;
l_prfr
= mc_length;
P_prfr
= P;
sr_prfr.stator= stator;
%% Rotate the rotor
Q_rt_prfr= Q_rt;
ang
= id_prfr.rotor_angle(i);
sr_prfr = rotate_rotor_SRM(sr_prfr, ag_prfr,ang,Q_rt_prfr);
%% Mesh the airgap
mesh_SRM_airgap(sr_prfr,st_prfr,ag_prfr,i);
%% Obtain all node and triangle data related to the airgap
ag
= nodes_triangles_airgap(ag_prfr,i);
%% Build the stiffness matrix for the airgap
ag
= stiffness_build_airgap(ag,nu_prfr);
%% Build the current vector for stator-rotor mesh alone for motoring
I
= SRM_phase_currents_t1(st_prfr, ang, P_prfr(21:25, 1));
sr_prfr = current_vector_build(sr_prfr,N_prfr,I);
%% Solve the FEA and obtain the MVP for motoring operation
mag
= id_prfr.magnetization;
A_d_p
= fea_solve(sr_prfr,ag,st_prfr,nu_prfr,mag);
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%% Obtain the torque using MST for motoring operation
Tp(i,1) = torque_mst(A_d_p,sr_prfr,ag,ag_prfr,l_prfr);
%% Build current vector for the stator-rotor mesh alone for generating
I
= SRM_phase_currents_t2(st_prfr,ang, P_prfr(26:30, 1));
sr_prfr = current_vector_build(sr_prfr,N_prfr,I);
%% Solve the fea and obtain the MVP for generating operation
A_d_n
= fea_solve(sr_prfr,ag,st_prfr,nu_prfr,mag);
%% Obtain the torque using MST for generating operation
Tn(i,1) = torque_mst(A_d_n,sr_prfr,ag,ag_prfr,l_prfr);
end
%% Build the fitness function
f
= GA_fitness_calc_SRM(Tp, Tn, id, P(21:30, 1));
%% Delete all the mesh files
filedelete_SRM(stator, airgap, id);
end
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function [stator] = flex_add_SRM_stator_bezier(stator,D)
%{
#Call: stator
= flex_add_SRM_stator_bezier(stator,D);
This function defines the radii and angle of the stator flexible nodes,
based on the design variables
Inputs:
stator- the structure of the stator geometry
D
- the design variables
D(1)- it defines the start of the Bezier curve which modifies the
motoring end of the stator tooth
D(2)- it is a ratio which defines the 'x' coordinate of the end node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the motoring end of stator tooth
D(3)- it is a ratio which defines the 'y' coordinate of the end node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the motoring end of stator tooth
D(4)- it is a ratio which defines the 'x' coordinate of control node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the motoring end of stator tooth
D(5)- it is a ratio which defines the 'y' coordinate of control node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the motoring end of stator tooth
D(6)- it defines the start of the Bezier curve which modifies the
generating end of the stator tooth
D(7)- it is a ratio which defines the 'x' coordinate of the end node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the generating end of stator tooth
D(8)- it is a ratio which defines the 'y' coordinate of the end node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the generating end of stator tooth
D(9)- it is a ratio which defines the 'x' coordinate of control node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the generating end of stator tooth
D(10)- it is a ratio which defines the 'y' coordinate of control node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the generating end of stator tooth
Outputs:
stator- the structure of the stator geometry, with details of the
flexible nodes
Internal Variables:
t_ag - thickness of the airgap (m)
hang - half the pole angle
rb
- radius of the stator un-modified tooth (m)
nnod - number of flexible nodes on the tooth surface
xend
yend
ub

- 'x' co-ordinate of the end node of the un-modified stator tooth (m)
- 'y' co-ordinate of the end node of the un-modified stator tooth (m)
- maximum limit up to which the stator pole is allowed to modify (m)

x_p0m - 'x' for start point for the Bezier curve on the motoring end (m)
y_p0m - 'y' for start point for the Bezier curve on the motoring end (m)
x_pbm - 'x' for the point on the tooth side, up to which the tooth shape
can be changed on the motoring end (m)
y_pbm - 'y' for the point on the tooth side, up to which the tooth shape
can be changed on the motoring end (m)
x_p2m - 'x' for the end point for the Bezier curve on the motoring end (m)
y_p2m - 'y' for the end point for the Bezier curve on the motoring end (m)
x_p1m - 'x' for control node for the Bezier curve on the motoring end (m)
y_p1m - 'y' for control node for the Bezier curve on the motoring end (m)
x_p0g - 'x' for start point for the Bezier curve on the generating end (m)
y_p0g - 'y' for start point for the Bezier curve on the generating end (m)
x_pbg - 'x' for the point on the tooth side, up to which the tooth shape
can be changed on the generating end (m)
y_pbg - 'y' for the point on the tooth side, up to which the tooth shape
can be changed on the generating end (m)
x_p2g - 'x' for end point for the Bezier curve on the generating end (m)
y_p2g - 'y' for end point for the Bezier curve on the generating end (m)
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x_p1g - 'x' for control node for the Bezier curve on the generating end (m)
y_p1g - 'y' for control node for the Bezier curve on the generating end (m)
y_flex- 'y' coordinates for all the nodes on the stator tooth surface (m)
y0
- 'y' coordinates for all the nodes belonging to a particular region
on the stator tooth surface, i.e., either unmodified region of the
tooth, or the region which is modified by the Bezier curves on the
motoring end or the generating end, or those region connecting to
the end of the tooth (m)
x0
- the 'x' coordinates for all the nodes belonging to a particular
region on the stator tooth surface, i.e., either unmodified region
of the tooth, or the region which is modified by the Bezier curves
on the motoring end or the generating end, or those region
connecting to the end of the tooth (m)
r0
- radius of all the nodes which belong to the un-modified region (m)
a0
- angle of all the nodes which belong to the un-modified region
r1
- radius of all the nodes which correspond to the motoring end of the
stator tooth, after being mofiied by Bezier curves (m)
a1
- angle of all the nodes which belong to the un-modified region
r2
- radius of all the nodes which correspond to the generating end of
the stator tooth, after being mofiied by Bezier curves (m)
a2
- angle of all the nodes which belong to the un-modified region
r3
- radius of all the nodes which lie on the line segment connecting
the end of the motoring Bezier curve to the tooth side (m)
a3
- angle of all the nodes which belong to the un-modified region
r3
- radius of all the nodes which lie on the line segment connecting
the end of the generating Bezier curve to the tooth side (m)
a4
- angle of all the nodes which belong to the un-modified region
A,B,C - These correspond to the coefficients of the quadratic equation,
which is solved to obtain the parameters for the Bezier curve
x,y
- These correspond to roots obtained after solving the quadratic
equation which gives the parameters of the Bezier curve
p
- The parameters for the Bezier curve (these are nothing but all
those roots, which lie in the interval [0, 1]
xa
ya
xb
xb
s

- This correspond to the 'x' coordinate of
Bezier curve (m)
- This correspond to the 'y' coordinate of
Bezier curve (m)
- This correspond to the 'x' coordinate of
- This correspond to the 'x' coordinate of
- slope of the line segment which connects
curve to the tooth side

the node at the end of the
the node at the end of the
node on the tooth side (m)
node on the tooth side (m)
the end node of the Bezier

Procedure:
1. First, the 'y' coordinates of all the nodes which define the stator
tooth surface are defined.
2. Now, the nodes which are not modified by the Bezier curves will lie at
the lower boundary. Thus, the radii and angles for these nodes are
defined at the lower limit.
3. Now, all those nodes which are modified by the Bezier curves are chosen.
4. Since the 'y' coordinates for these nodes do not change, let the 'y' for
the start node be defined by y0, the control node be defines by y1, and
the end node be defined by y2. If the parameter for the Bezier is 't',
then
y = ((1-t)^2)*y0 + 2*t*(1-t)*y1 + (t^2)*y2
5. As the 'y' coordinates are known,
0 = (t^2)*(y0 -2*y1 + y2) + t*(2*y1 - 2*y0) + (y0-y)
6. From the above equation, the parameter 't' corresponding to each of the
nodes can be obtained. Then, the 'x' coordinates for the Bezier curve
can be obtained as
x = ((1-t)^2)*x0 + 2*t*(1-t)*x1 + (t^2)*x2
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7. The final 'x' coordinate for each flexible node is given by:
X = x_base + (x - x0)
where x_base is the 'x' for each of flexible nodes, if they were at the
lower boundary.
8. As a last step, the node at the end of the Bezier curve obtained on
either ends of the stator tooth is joined to the tooth side using a
straight line segment.
%}
%% Define the number of flexible nodes on the stator tooth surface
t_ag = stator.thickness;
hang = 0.5*stator.pole_angle;
rb
= stator.inner_radius - stator.tooth_height;
nnod = 1 + round(2*hang*rb*3*(1/t_ag));
stator.pole_nodes = nnod;
%% Define the coordinates of the end node of the un-modified stator tooth
yend = rb*sin(hang);
xend = rb*cos(hang);
ub
= stator.flex_node_ub;
%% Define the rectangle for the motoring Bezier and obtain all nodes
y_p0m =-D(1)*yend;
x_p0m = rb*cos(asin(abs(y_p0m)/rb));
x_bm = xend + ub;
y_bm =-yend;
x_p2m = D(2)*x_bm + (1 - D(2))*x_p0m;
y_p2m = D(3)*y_bm + (1 - D(3))*y_p0m;
x_p1m = D(4)*x_p2m + (1 - D(4))*x_p0m;
y_p1m = D(5)*y_p2m + (1 - D(5))*y_p0m;
%% Define the rectangle for the generating Bezier and obtain all nodes
y_p0g = D(6)*yend;
x_p0g = rb*cos(asin(abs(y_p0g)/rb));
x_bg = xend + ub;
y_bg = yend;
x_p2g = D(7)*x_bg + (1 - D(7))*x_p0g;
y_p2g = D(8)*y_bg + (1 - D(8))*y_p0g;
x_p1g = D(9)*x_p2g + (1 - D(9))*x_p0g;
y_p1g = D(10)*y_p2g + (1 - D(10))*y_p0g;
%% Define the y coordinates of all flexible nodes
y_flex= (-yend:2*(yend/(nnod-1)):yend)';
%% Obtain unmodified portion of the tooth
y0
= y_flex(y_flex(:,1)>=y_p0m & y_flex(:,1)<y_p0g,1);
if isempty(y0)
r0=[];
a0=[];
else
x0= rb*cos(asin(abs(y0)/rb));
r0= (x0.^2 + y0.^2).^(1/2);
a0= atan2(y0,x0);
end
clear y0 x0
%% Obtain the modified portion of the motoring end of the stator tooth
y0
= (fliplr((y_flex(y_flex(:,1)<y_p0m & y_flex(:,1)>=y_p2m,1))'))';
if isempty(y0)
r1=[];
a1=[];
else
A = y_p2m - 2*y_p1m + y_p0m;
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B = 2*y_p1m - 2*y_p2m;
C = y_p2m - y0;
x = (-B + (B^2 - 4*A*C).^(1/2))/(2*A);
y = (-B - (B^2 - 4*A*C).^(1/2))/(2*A);
p = [];
p(x(:,1)>=0 & x(:,1)<=1,1) = x(x(:,1)>=0 & x(:,1)<=1,1);
p(y(:,1)>=0 & y(:,1)<=1,1) = y(y(:,1)>=0 & y(:,1)<=1,1);
x0= ((1 - p).^2)*x_p2m + 2*(p.*(1 - p))*x_p1m + (p.^2)*x_p0m - x_p0m...
+ rb*cos(asin(abs(y0)/rb));
r1= (x0.^2 + y0.^2).^(1/2);
a1= atan2(y0,x0);
clear x y A B C p
end
clear x0 y0
%% Obtain the modified portion of the generating end of the stator tooth
y0
= y_flex(y_flex(:,1)>=y_p0g & y_flex(:,1)<y_p2g,1);
if isempty(y0)
r2=[];
a2=[];
else
A = y_p2g - 2*y_p1g + y_p0g;
B = 2*y_p1g - 2*y_p2g;
C = y_p2g - y0;
x = (-B + (B^2 - 4*A*C).^(1/2))/(2*A);
y = (-B - (B^2 - 4*A*C).^(1/2))/(2*A);
p = [];
p(x(:,1)>=0 & x(:,1)<=1,1) = x(x(:,1)>=0 & x(:,1)<=1,1);
p(y(:,1)>=0 & y(:,1)<=1,1) = y(y(:,1)>=0 & y(:,1)<=1,1);
x0= ((1 - p).^2)*x_p2g + 2*(p.*(1 - p))*x_p1g + (p.^2)*x_p0g - x_p0g...
+ rb*cos(asin(abs(y0)/rb));
r2= (x0.^2 + y0.^2).^(1/2);
a2= atan2(y0,x0);
clear x y A B C p
end
clear x0 y0
%% Connect the end of motoring bezier to the end of the stator
y0= (fliplr((y_flex(y_flex(:,1)>=y_bm & y_flex(:,1)<y_p2m,1))'))';
if isempty(y0)
r3=[];
a3=[];
else
xa= x_p2m - x_p0m + rb*cos(asin(abs(y_p2m)/rb));
ya= y_p2m;
xb= x_bm;
yb= y_bm;
if ya==yb
x0 = xb;
else if xa==xb
x0 = xa;
else
s = (yb-ya)/(xb-xa);
x0= xa + (1/s)*(y0-ya);
end
end
r3= (x0.^2 + y0.^2).^(1/2);
a3= atan2(y0,x0);
clear xa ya xb ya s
end
clear x0 y0
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%% Connect the end of generating bezier to the end of the stator
y0= y_flex(y_flex(:,1)<=y_bg & y_flex(:,1)>=y_p2g,1);
if isempty(y0)
r4=[];
a4=[];
else
xa= x_p2g - x_p0g + rb*cos(asin(abs(y_p2g)/rb));
ya= y_p2g;
xb= x_bg;
yb= y_bg;
if ya==yb
x0 = xb;
else if xa==xb
x0 = xa;
else
s = (yb-ya)/(xb-xa);
x0= xa + (1/s)*(y0-ya);
end
end
r4= (x0.^2 + y0.^2).^(1/2);
a4= atan2(y0,x0);
clear xa ya xb ya s
end
%% Build the stator flexible node details
stator.flexible_node.radii = [(fliplr(r3'))'; (fliplr(r1'))'; r0; r2; r4];
stator.flexible_node.angle = [(fliplr(a3'))'; (fliplr(a1'))'; a0; a2; a4];
end
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[rotor] = flex_add_SRM_rotor_bezier(rotor,D)
%{
#Call: rotor
= flex_add_SRM_rotor_bezier(rotor,D);
This function defines the radii and angle of the rotor flexible nodes,
based on the design variables
Inputs:
rotor - the structure of the rotor geometry
D
- the design variables
D(1)- it defines the start of the Bezier curve which modifies the
motoring end of the rotor tooth
D(2)- it is a ratio which defines the 'x' coordinate of the end node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the motoring end of rotor tooth
D(3)- it is a ratio which defines the 'y' coordinate of the end node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the motoring end of rotor tooth
D(4)- it is a ratio which defines the 'x' coordinate of control node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the motoring end of rotor tooth
D(5)- it is a ratio which defines the 'y' coordinate of control node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the motoring end of rotor tooth
D(6)- it defines the start of the Bezier curve which modifies the
generating end of the rotor tooth
D(7)- it is a ratio which defines the 'x' coordinate of the end node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the generating end of rotor tooth
D(8)- it is a ratio which defines the 'y' coordinate of the end node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the generating end of rotor tooth
D(9)- it is a ratio which defines the 'x' coordinate of control node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the generating end of rotor tooth
D(10)- it is a ratio which defines the 'y' coordinate of control node of
the Bezier curve which modifies the generating end of rotor tooth
Outputs:
rotor - the structure of the rotor geometry, with details of the
flexible nodes
Internal Variables:
t_ag - thickness of the airgap (m)
hang - half the pole angle
rb
- radius of the rotor un-modified tooth (m)
nnod - number of flexible nodes on the tooth surface
xend
yend
lb

- 'x' co-ordinate of the end node of the un-modified rotor tooth (m)
- 'y' co-ordinate of the end node of the un-modified rotor tooth (m)
- maximum limit up to which the rotor pole is allowed to modify (m)

x_p0m - 'x' for start point for the Bezier curve on the motoring end (m)
y_p0m - 'y' for start point for the Bezier curve on the motoring end (m)
x_pbm - 'x' for the point on the tooth side, up to which the tooth shape
can be changed on the motoring end (m)
y_pbm - 'y' for the point on the tooth side, up to which the tooth shape
can be changed on the motoring end (m)
x_p2m - 'x' for the end point for the Bezier curve on the motoring end (m)
y_p2m - 'y' for the end point for the Bezier curve on the motoring end (m)
x_p1m - 'x' for control node for the Bezier curve on the motoring end (m)
y_p1m - 'y' for control node for the Bezier curve on the motoring end (m)
x_p0g - 'x' for start point for the Bezier curve on the generating end (m)
y_p0g - 'y' for start point for the Bezier curve on the generating end (m)
x_pbg - 'x' for the point on the tooth side, up to which the tooth shape
can be changed on the generating end (m)
y_pbg - 'y' for the point on the tooth side, up to which the tooth shape
can be changed on the generating end (m)
x_p2g - 'x' for end point for the Bezier curve on the generating end (m)
y_p2g - 'y' for end point for the Bezier curve on the generating end (m)
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x_p1g - 'x' for control node for the Bezier curve on the generating end (m)
y_p1g - 'y' for control node for the Bezier curve on the generating end (m)
y_flex- 'y' coordinates for all the nodes on the rotor tooth surface (m)
y0
- 'y' coordinates for all the nodes belonging to a particular region
on the rotor tooth surface, i.e., either unmodified region of the
tooth, or the region which is modified by the Bezier curves on the
motoring end or the generating end, or those region connecting to
the end of the tooth (m)
x0
- the 'x' coordinates for all the nodes belonging to a particular
region on the rotor tooth surface, i.e., either unmodified region
of the tooth, or the region which is modified by the Bezier curves
on the motoring end or the generating end, or those region
connecting to the end of the tooth (m)
r0
- radius of all the nodes which belong to the un-modified region (m)
a0
- angle of all the nodes which belong to the un-modified region
r1
- radius of all the nodes which correspond to the motoring end of the
rotor tooth, after being mofiied by Bezier curves (m)
a1
- angle of all the nodes which belong to the un-modified region
r2
- radius of all the nodes which correspond to the generating end of
the rotor tooth, after being mofiied by Bezier curves (m)
a2
- angle of all the nodes which belong to the un-modified region
r3
- radius of all the nodes which lie on the line segment connecting
the end of the motoring Bezier curve to the tooth side (m)
a3
- angle of all the nodes which belong to the un-modified region
r3
- radius of all the nodes which lie on the line segment connecting
the end of the generating Bezier curve to the tooth side (m)
a4
- angle of all the nodes which belong to the un-modified region
A,B,C - These correspond to the coefficients of the quadratic equation,
which is solved to obtain the parameters for the Bezier curve
x,y
- These correspond to roots obtained after solving the quadratic
equation which gives the parameters of the Bezier curve
p
- The parameters for the Bezier curve (these are nothing but all
those roots, which lie in the interval [0, 1]
xa
ya
xb
xb
s

- This correspond to the 'x' coordinate of
Bezier curve (m)
- This correspond to the 'y' coordinate of
Bezier curve (m)
- This correspond to the 'x' coordinate of
- This correspond to the 'x' coordinate of
- slope of the line segment which connects
curve to the tooth side

the node at the end of the
the node at the end of the
node on the tooth side (m)
node on the tooth side (m)
the end node of the Bezier

Procedure:
1. First, the 'y' coordinates of all the nodes which define the rotor
tooth surface are defined.
2. Now, the nodes which are not modified by the Bezier curves will lie at
the lower boundary. Thus, the radii and angles for these nodes are
defined at the lower limit.
3. Now, all those nodes which are modified by the Bezier curves are chosen.
4. Since the 'y' coordinates for these nodes do not change, let the 'y' for
the start node be defined by y0, the control node be defines by y1, and
the end node be defined by y2. If the parameter for the Bezier is 't',
then
y = ((1-t)^2)*y0 + 2*t*(1-t)*y1 + (t^2)*y2
5. As the 'y' coordinates are known,
0 = (t^2)*(y0 -2*y1 + y2) + t*(2*y1 - 2*y0) + (y0-y)
6. From the above equation, the parameter 't' corresponding to each of the
nodes can be obtained. Then, the 'x' coordinates for the Bezier curve
can be obtained as
x = ((1-t)^2)*x0 + 2*t*(1-t)*x1 + (t^2)*x2
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7. The final 'x' coordinate for each flexible node is given by:
X = x_base + (x - x0)
where x_base is the 'x' for each of flexible nodes, if they were at the
lower boundary.
8. As a last step, the node at the end of the Bezier curve obtained on
either ends of the rotor tooth is joined to the tooth side using a
straight line segment.
%}
%% Define the limits
t_ag = rotor.thickness;
hang = 0.5*rotor.pole_angle;
rb
= rotor.outer_radius;
nnod = 1 + round(2*hang*rb*3*(1/t_ag));
rotor.pole_nodes = nnod;
%% Define the coordinates of pole end and the upper bound for modification
yend = rb*sin(hang);
xend = rb*cos(hang);
lb
= rotor.flex_node_lb;
%% Define the rectangle for the motoring Bezier and obtain all nodes
y_p0m = D(1)*yend;
x_p0m = xend;
x_bm = xend - lb;
y_bm = yend;
x_p2m = D(2)*x_bm + (1 - D(2))*x_p0m;
y_p2m = D(3)*y_bm + (1 - D(3))*y_p0m;
x_p1m = D(4)*x_p2m + (1 - D(4))*x_p0m;
y_p1m = D(5)*y_p2m + (1 - D(5))*y_p0m;
%% Define the rectangle for the generating Bezier and obtain all nodes
y_p0g =-D(6)*yend;
x_p0g = xend;
x_bg = xend - lb;
y_bg =-yend;
x_p2g = D(7)*x_bg + (1 - D(7))*x_p0g;
y_p2g = D(8)*y_bg + (1 - D(8))*y_p0g;
x_p1g = D(9)*x_p2g + (1 - D(9))*x_p0g;
y_p1g = D(10)*y_p2g + (1 - D(10))*y_p0g;
%% Define the y coordinates of all flexible nodes
y_flex= (-yend:2*(yend/(nnod-1)):yend)';
%% Obtain unmodified portion of the tooth
y0
= y_flex(y_flex(:,1)<=y_p0m & y_flex(:,1)>y_p0g,1);
if isempty(y0)
r0=[];
a0=[];
else
x0= rb*cos(asin(abs(y0)/rb));
r0= (x0.^2 + y0.^2).^(1/2);
a0= atan2(y0,x0);
end
clear y0 x0
%% Obtain the modified portion of the motoring end of the rotor tooth
y0
= y_flex(y_flex(:,1)>y_p0m & y_flex(:,1)<=y_p2m,1);
if isempty(y0)
r1=[];
a1=[];
else
A = y_p2m - 2*y_p1m + y_p0m;
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B = 2*y_p1m - 2*y_p2m;
C = y_p2m - y0;
x = (-B + (B^2 - 4*A*C).^(1/2))/(2*A);
y = (-B - (B^2 - 4*A*C).^(1/2))/(2*A);
p = [];
p(x(:,1)>=0 & x(:,1)<=1,1) = x(x(:,1)>=0 & x(:,1)<=1,1);
p(y(:,1)>=0 & y(:,1)<=1,1) = y(y(:,1)>=0 & y(:,1)<=1,1);
x0= ((1 - p).^2)*x_p2m + 2*(p.*(1 - p))*x_p1m + (p.^2)*x_p0m - x_p0m...
+ rb*cos(asin(abs(y0)/rb));
r1= (x0.^2 + y0.^2).^(1/2);
a1= atan2(y0,x0);
clear x y A B C p
end
clear x0 y0
%% Obtain the modified portion of the generating end of the rotor tooth
y0
= (fliplr((y_flex(y_flex(:,1)<=y_p0g & y_flex(:,1)>y_p2g,1))'))';
if isempty(y0)
r2=[];
a2=[];
else
A = y_p2g - 2*y_p1g + y_p0g;
B = 2*y_p1g - 2*y_p2g;
C = y_p2g - y0;
x = (-B + (B^2 - 4*A*C).^(1/2))/(2*A);
y = (-B - (B^2 - 4*A*C).^(1/2))/(2*A);
p = [];
p(x(:,1)>=0 & x(:,1)<=1,1) = x(x(:,1)>=0 & x(:,1)<=1,1);
p(y(:,1)>=0 & y(:,1)<=1,1) = y(y(:,1)>=0 & y(:,1)<=1,1);
x0= ((1 - p).^2)*x_p2g + 2*(p.*(1 - p))*x_p1g + (p.^2)*x_p0g - x_p0g...
+ rb*cos(asin(abs(y0)/rb));
r2= (x0.^2 + y0.^2).^(1/2);
a2= atan2(y0,x0);
clear x y A B C p
end
clear x0 y0
%% Connect the end of motoring bezier to the end of the rotor
y0= y_flex(y_flex(:,1)<=y_bm & y_flex(:,1)>y_p2m,1);
if isempty(y0)
r3=[];
a3=[];
else
xa= x_p2m - x_p0m + rb*cos(asin(abs(y_p2m)/rb));
ya= y_p2m;
xb= x_bm;
yb= y_bm;
if ya==yb
x0 = xb;
else if xa==xb
x0 = xa;
else
s = (yb-ya)/(xb-xa);
x0= xa + (1/s)*(y0-ya);
end
end
r3= (x0.^2 + y0.^2).^(1/2);
a3= atan2(y0,x0);
clear xa ya xb ya s
end
clear x0 y0
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%% Connect the end of generating bezier to the end of the rotor
y0= (fliplr((y_flex(y_flex(:,1)>=y_bg & y_flex(:,1)<=y_p2g,1))'))';
if isempty(y0)
r4=[];
a4=[];
else
xa= x_p2g - x_p0g + rb*cos(asin(abs(y_p2g)/rb));
ya= y_p2g;
xb= x_bg;
yb= y_bg;
if ya==yb
x0 = xb;
else if xa==xb
x0 = xa;
else
s = (yb-ya)/(xb-xa);
x0= xa + (1/s)*(y0-ya);
end
end
r4= (x0.^2 + y0.^2).^(1/2);
a4= atan2(y0,x0);
clear xa ya xb ya s
end
%% Build the rotor flexible node details
rotor.flexible_node.radii = [(fliplr(r4'))'; (fliplr(r2'))'; r0; r1; r3];
rotor.flexible_node.angle = [(fliplr(a4'))'; (fliplr(a2'))'; a0; a1; a3];
end
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function [sr]
= nodes_triangles_stator_rotor(stator,airgap)
%{
#Call: sr
= nodes_triangles_stator_rotor(stator,airgap);
This function extracts the details regarding the nodes and triangles
related to the stator and rotor
Inputs:
stator
airgap
Outputs:
sr
Internal Variables:
fid
firstline
Nnod
nsr
Ntri
tsr
sr_nodes_radius
sr_addl_nodes_id
max_sr_bdry_nodes
x
y
temp

- the structure which holds all dimensions related
to the stator
- the structure which holds all dimensions related
to the airgap
- has the complete node-triangle list for stator
and the rotor
- an identifier to read into the mesh files to
access the nodes and triangles data
- the first line in the mesh file
- number of nodes in the mesh
- an array to store all data related to the nodes
in the stator and rotor mesh
- number of triangles in the mesh
- an array to store all data related to triangles
in the stator and rotor mesh
- radius of all the nodes in the mesh (m)
- additional nodes which have been added in the
stator-airgap and rotor-airgap boundary by the
meshing program
- maximum value of id for the boundary nodes on the
stator-airgap and rotor-airgap boundaries
- 'x' coordinates of the nodes of each triangular
element (m)
- 'y' coordinates of the nodes of each triangular
element (m)
- a temporary variable that holds the node ID of
node 'l' of each of the triangles, whose
calculated area turned out negative due to wrong
orientation of the nodes (m^2)

%}
%% Name of the stator-rotor mesh file
fname
= stator.fname;
%% Nodes and triangles
%nodes
fid
firstline
Nnod
nsr
for k=1:Nnod
nsr(k,1:4)
end
fclose(fid);
%triangles
fid
firstline
Ntri
tsr
for k=1:Ntri
tsr(k,1:5)

=
=
=
=

fopen(strcat(fname,'.1.node'),'r');
fscanf(fid,'%d',4);
firstline(1);
zeros(Nnod,4);

= fscanf(fid,'%d %g %g %d',4);

=
=
=
=

fopen(strcat(fname,'.1.ele'),'r');
fscanf(fid,'%d',3);
firstline(1);
zeros(Ntri,5);

= fscanf(fid,'%d',5);
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end
fclose(fid);
%% Add the node and triangle list into a new structure
sr.nodes.ID
= nsr(:,1);
sr.nodes.x
= nsr(:,2);
sr.nodes.y
= nsr(:,3);
sr.nodes.identifier
= nsr(:,4);
sr.triangles.ID
sr.triangles.l
sr.triangles.m
sr.triangles.n
sr.triangles.region

=
=
=
=
=

tsr(:,1);
tsr(:,2);
tsr(:,3);
tsr(:,4);
tsr(:,5);

sr.nodes.length
sr.triangles.length

= length(sr.nodes.ID);
= length(sr.triangles.ID);

%% Making the identifier values of the additional boundary nodes continuous
%nodes on stator boundary
sr_nodes_radius
= sqrt((sr.nodes.x).^2 + (sr.nodes.y).^2);
sr_addl_nodes_id
= sr.nodes.ID(sr.nodes.identifier==1 & ...
sr_nodes_radius<stator.outer_radius & ...
sr_nodes_radius>airgap.center);
max_sr_bdry_nodes
= max(sr.nodes.identifier ...
(sr_nodes_radius<stator.outer_radius & ...
sr_nodes_radius>airgap.center));
for i=1:length(sr_addl_nodes_id(:,1))
max_sr_bdry_nodes
= max_sr_bdry_nodes + 1;
sr.nodes.identifier(sr_addl_nodes_id(:,1),1) = max_sr_bdry_nodes;
end
clear sr_addl_nodes_id max_sr_bdry_nodes
%nodes on rotor boundary
sr_addl_nodes_id
= sr.nodes.ID(sr.nodes.identifier==1 & ...
sr_nodes_radius<airgap.center);
max_sr_bdry_nodes
= max(sr.nodes.identifier ...
(sr_nodes_radius<airgap.center));
for i=1:length(sr_addl_nodes_id(:,1))
max_sr_bdry_nodes
= max_sr_bdry_nodes + 1;
sr.nodes.identifier(sr_addl_nodes_id(:,1),1) = max_sr_bdry_nodes;
end
clear sr_nodes_radius sr_addl_nodes_id max_sr_bdry_nodes
%% Calculate the areas of triangles for the stator and rotor
x(:,1)
= sr.nodes.x(sr.triangles.l);
x(:,2)
= sr.nodes.x(sr.triangles.m);
x(:,3)
= sr.nodes.x(sr.triangles.n);
y(:,1)
= sr.nodes.y(sr.triangles.l);
y(:,2)
= sr.nodes.y(sr.triangles.m);
y(:,3)
= sr.nodes.y(sr.triangles.n);
sr.triangles.area
= (0.5).*(((x(:,2)-x(:,1)).*(y(:,3)-y(:,1))) - ...
((y(:,2)-y(:,1)).*(x(:,3)-x(:,1))));
clear x y
%interchange nodes l and m, if the area of the triangle is negative
temp = sr.triangles.l(sr.triangles.area(:)<0);
sr.triangles.l(sr.triangles.area(:)<0)
= ...
sr.triangles.m(sr.triangles.area(:)<0);
sr.triangles.m(sr.triangles.area(:)<0)
= temp;
sr.triangles.area(sr.triangles.area(:)<0)= ...
-sr.triangles.area(sr.triangles.area(:)<0);
clear temp
end
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function [sr] = stiffness_build_stator_rotor(sr,nu)
%{
#Call: sr
= stiffness_build_stator_rotor(sr,nu);
Builds the stiffness matrix of the stator-rotor mesh. This is used for
linear FEA, and while obtaining an initial solution for the non-linear FEA
Inputs:
sr
- a structure which hols the nodes and triangles data for the
stator and rotor meshes
nu
- a structure which holds the inverse of permeability of each
region (m)
Outputs:
sr
- a structure which hols the nodes and triangles data for the
stator and rotor meshes, with the stiffness matrix added
Internal Variables:
x
- 'x' coordinates of the nodes of each triangular element (m)
y
- 'y' coordinates of the nodes of each triangular element (m)
q1,q2,q3- the q's (m)
r1,r2,r3- the r's (m)
s11
- the element s_11 of the stiffness matrix for all triangles
s12
- the element s_12 of the stiffness matrix for all triangles
s13
- the element s_13 of the stiffness matrix for all triangles
s21
- the element s_21 of the stiffness matrix for all triangles
s22
- the element s_22 of the stiffness matrix for all triangles
s33
- the element s_33 of the stiffness matrix for all triangles
v
- inverse of the relative permeabilities of various regions (m)
s_value - all the stiffness matrix elements of all triangles
s_id
- stiffness matrix elements arranged in a fashion so as to build
a sparse matrix
Procedure:
1. First, the 'x' and 'y' coordinates are extracted for each triangular
element, and from those the q's and r's are calculated.
2. Next, the normalized stiffness matrix elements for each triangular
element is computed by the formula.
s_ij = (1/(4*area of the triangle))*(q_i*q_j + r_i*r_j)
3. Next, the inverse of the permeability of each region is defined.
4. The values of v are added to the normalized stiffness matrices.
5. Finally, the stiffness matrix of the whole system is computed as a
sparse matrix.
%}
%% Build the Q's and R's
x(:,1) = sr.nodes.x(sr.triangles.l);
x(:,2) = sr.nodes.x(sr.triangles.m);
x(:,3) = sr.nodes.x(sr.triangles.n);
y(:,1) = sr.nodes.y(sr.triangles.l);
y(:,2) = sr.nodes.y(sr.triangles.m);
y(:,3) = sr.nodes.y(sr.triangles.n);
q1
q2
q3
r1
r2
r3

=
=
=
=
=
=

y(:,2)-y(:,3);
y(:,3)-y(:,1);
y(:,1)-y(:,2);
x(:,3)-x(:,2);
x(:,1)-x(:,3);
x(:,2)-x(:,1);

%% Calculate the normalized stiffness coefficients
s11
= [];
s12
= [];
s13
= [];
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s22
s23
s33

= [];
= [];
= [];

s11(:,1)=
s12(:,1)=
s13(:,1)=
s22(:,1)=
s23(:,1)=
s33(:,1)=

(1./(4*sr.triangles.area)).*((q1.*q1)+(r1.*r1));
(1./(4*sr.triangles.area)).*((q1.*q2)+(r1.*r2));
(1./(4*sr.triangles.area)).*((q1.*q3)+(r1.*r3));
(1./(4*sr.triangles.area)).*((q2.*q2)+(r2.*r2));
(1./(4*sr.triangles.area)).*((q2.*q3)+(r2.*r3));
(1./(4*sr.triangles.area)).*((q3.*q3)+(r3.*r3));

%% Calculate the inverse permeabilities for each region
v
= speye(sr.triangles.length,1);
v(sr.triangles.region==0 )
= nu.nu_g;
v(sr.triangles.region==1 )
= nu.nu_st;
v(sr.triangles.region==2 )
= nu.nu_rt;
v(sr.triangles.region==3 )
= nu.nu_sh;
v(sr.triangles.region>=10 & sr.triangles.region<=25) = nu.nu_cu;
%% Obtain
s11(:,1)=
s12(:,1)=
s13(:,1)=
s22(:,1)=
s23(:,1)=
s33(:,1)=
s_value =
clear s11

the actual stiffness coefficients
v.*s11(:,1);
v.*s12(:,1);
v.*s13(:,1);
v.*s22(:,1);
v.*s23(:,1);
v.*s33(:,1);
[s11; s12; s13; s12; s22; s23; s13; s23; s33];
s12 s13 s22 s23 s33 v

%% Build the array of indices for creating sparse matrices
s_id
= [];
s11
= speye(sr.triangles.length,1);
s11(:,1)= sr.triangles.l;
s11(:,2)= sr.triangles.l;
s_id
= [s_id; s11];
clear s11
s11
=
s11(:,1)=
s11(:,2)=
s_id
=
clear s11

speye(sr.triangles.length,1);
sr.triangles.l;
sr.triangles.m;
[s_id; s11];

s11
=
s11(:,1)=
s11(:,2)=
s_id
=
clear s11

speye(sr.triangles.length,1);
sr.triangles.l;
sr.triangles.n;
[s_id; s11];

s11
=
s11(:,1)=
s11(:,2)=
s_id
=
clear s11

speye(sr.triangles.length,1);
sr.triangles.m;
sr.triangles.l;
[s_id; s11];

s11
=
s11(:,1)=
s11(:,2)=
s_id
=
clear s11

speye(sr.triangles.length,1);
sr.triangles.m;
sr.triangles.m;
[s_id; s11];

s11
= speye(sr.triangles.length,1);
s11(:,1)= sr.triangles.m;
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s11(:,2)= sr.triangles.n;
s_id
= [s_id; s11];
clear s11
s11
=
s11(:,1)=
s11(:,2)=
s_id
=
clear s11

speye(sr.triangles.length,1);
sr.triangles.n;
sr.triangles.l;
[s_id; s11];

s11
=
s11(:,1)=
s11(:,2)=
s_id
=
clear s11

speye(sr.triangles.length,1);
sr.triangles.n;
sr.triangles.m;
[s_id; s11];

s11
=
s11(:,1)=
s11(:,2)=
s_id
=
clear s11

speye(sr.triangles.length,1);
sr.triangles.n;
sr.triangles.n;
[s_id; s11];

sr.stiffness
clear s_id s_value
end

= sparse(s_id(:,1),...
s_id(:,2),...
s_value(:,1));
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function [sr] = rotate_rotor_SRM(sr,airgap,rangle,r_init)
%{
#Call: sr
= rotate_rotor_SRM(sr,airgap,rangle,r_init);
This function is used to rotate the rotor of the SRM by the specified angle
Inputs:
sr
airgap
rangle
r_init
Outputs:
sr

- the structure which holds the nodes and triangles details
of the stator-rotor mesh
- the structure which holds the dimensions related to airgap
- the angle to which the rotor is to be rotated
- the rotor angle at which the mesh hase been built
- the structure which holds the nodes and triangles details
of the stator-rotor mesh, with the rotor being rotated

Internal Variables:
sr_radius
- radius of each node of the stator-rotor mesh (m)
xy_rotor
- the 'x' and 'y' coordinates of all nodes which
correspond to the rotor (m)
theta_rotate - angle by which the rotor is to be rotated, from the initial
trans_matrix - the transformation matrix which does the rotation
xy_rotor_rot - the 'x' and 'y' coordinates of all nodes which
correspond to the rotor after rotation (m)
%}
%% Rotate the
sr_radius
xy_rotor
xy_rotor(1,:)
xy_rotor(2,:)
theta_rotate
trans_matrix

rotor
= sqrt((sr.nodes.x).^2 + (sr.nodes.y).^2);
= [];
= (sr.nodes.x(sr_radius<airgap.center))';
= (sr.nodes.y(sr_radius<airgap.center))';
= (rangle*(pi/180)) - r_init;
= [cos(theta_rotate) -sin(theta_rotate); ...
sin(theta_rotate) +cos(theta_rotate)];
xy_rotor_rot = trans_matrix*xy_rotor;
sr.nodes.x(sr_radius<airgap.center) = (xy_rotor_rot(1,:))';
sr.nodes.y(sr_radius<airgap.center) = (xy_rotor_rot(2,:))';
clear xy_rotor xy_rotor_rot
end
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function [ag]
= nodes_triangles_airgap(airgap,angle)
%{
#Call: ag
= nodes_triangles_airgap(airgap,angle);
This function extracts the details regarding the nodes and triangles
related to the airgap
Inputs:
airgap
angle
Outputs:
ag

- the structure which holds all dimensions related
to the airgap
- a number indicating the angle to write different
files for different rotor positions
- has the complete node-triangle list for the airgap

Internal Variables:
fid
- an identifier to read into the mesh files to access
the nodes and triangles data
firstline
- the first line in the mesh file
Nnod
- number of nodes in the mesh
nag
- an array to store all data related to the nodes in
the airgap mesh
Ntri
- number of triangles in the mesh
tag
- an array to store all data related to triangles in
the airgap mesh
x
- 'x' coordinates of the nodes of each triangular
element (m)
y
- 'y' coordinates of the nodes of each triangular
element (m)
temp
- a temporary variable that holds the node ID of node
'l' of each of the triangles, whose calculated area
turned out negative due to wrong orientation (m^2)
%}
%% Name of the airgap mesh file
fname
= airgap.fname;
%% Nodes and triangles
%nodes
fid
= fopen([fname sprintf('%d',angle) '.1.node'],'r');
firstline
= fscanf(fid,'%d',4);
Nnod
= firstline(1);
nag
= zeros(Nnod,4);
for k=1:Nnod
nag(k,1:4)
= fscanf(fid,'%d %g %g %d',4);
end
fclose(fid);
%triangles
fid
firstline
Ntri
tag
for k=1:Ntri
tag(k,1:4)
end
fclose(fid);
%% Add the node and
ag.nodes.ID
ag.nodes.x
ag.nodes.y
ag.nodes.identifier

=
=
=
=

fopen([fname sprintf('%d',angle) '.1.ele'],'r');
fscanf(fid,'%d',3);
firstline(1);
zeros(Ntri,4);

= fscanf(fid,'%d',4);

triangle list into a new structure
= nag(:,1);
= nag(:,2);
= nag(:,3);
= nag(:,4);
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ag.triangles.ID
ag.triangles.l
ag.triangles.m
ag.triangles.n

=
=
=
=

tag(:,1);
tag(:,2);
tag(:,3);
tag(:,4);

ag.nodes.length
= length(ag.nodes.ID);
ag.triangles.length = length(ag.triangles.ID);
%% Calculate the areas of triangles for the airgap
x(:,1)
= ag.nodes.x(ag.triangles.l);
x(:,2)
= ag.nodes.x(ag.triangles.m);
x(:,3)
= ag.nodes.x(ag.triangles.n);
y(:,1)
= ag.nodes.y(ag.triangles.l);
y(:,2)
= ag.nodes.y(ag.triangles.m);
y(:,3)
= ag.nodes.y(ag.triangles.n);
ag.triangles.area
= (0.5).*(((x(:,2)-x(:,1)).*(y(:,3)-y(:,1))) - ...
((y(:,2)-y(:,1)).*(x(:,3)-x(:,1))));
clear x y
%interchange nodes l and m, if the area of the triangle is negative
temp
= ...
ag.triangles.l(ag.triangles.area(:)<0);
ag.triangles.l(ag.triangles.area(:)<0)
= ...
ag.triangles.m(ag.triangles.area(:)<0);
ag.triangles.m(ag.triangles.area(:)<0)
= temp;
ag.triangles.area(ag.triangles.area(:)<0)
= ...
-ag.triangles.area(ag.triangles.area(:)<0);
clear temp
end
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function [ag] = stiffness_build_airgap(ag,nu)
%{
#Call: ag
= stiffness_build_airgap(ag,nu);
Builds the stiffness matrix of the airgap mesh. This is used for linear
FEA, and while obtaining an initial solution for the non-linear FEA
Input:
ag
nu

- a structure which holds the nodes and triangles data for airgap
- a structure which holds the inverse of permeability of each
region (m)

Output:
ag
- a structure which holds the nodes and triangles data for airgap
mesh, with the stiffness matrix added
x
- 'x' coordinates of the nodes of each triangular element (m)
y
- 'y' coordinates of the nodes of each triangular element (m)
q1,q2,q3- the q's (m)
r1,r2,r3- the r's (m)
s11
- the element s_11 of the stiffness matrix for all triangles
s12
- the element s_12 of the stiffness matrix for all triangles
s13
- the element s_13 of the stiffness matrix for all triangles
s21
- the element s_21 of the stiffness matrix for all triangles
s22
- the element s_22 of the stiffness matrix for all triangles
s33
- the element s_33 of the stiffness matrix for all triangles
v
- inverse of the relative permeabilities of various regions (m)
s_value - all the stiffness matrix elements of all triangles
s_id
- stiffness matrix elements arranged in a fashion so as to build
a sparse matrix
Procedure:
1. First, the 'x' and 'y' coordinates are extracted for each triangular
element, and from those the q's and r's are calculated.
2. Next, the normalized stiffness matrix elements for each triangular
element is computed by the formula.
s_ij = (1/(4*area of the triangle))*(q_i*q_j + r_i*r_j)
3. Next, the inverse of the permeability of each region is defined.
4. The values of v are added to the normalized stiffness matrices.
5. Finally, the stiffness matrix of the whole system is computed as a
sparse matrix.
%}
%% Build the q's and r's
x(:,1) = ag.nodes.x(ag.triangles.l);
x(:,2) = ag.nodes.x(ag.triangles.m);
x(:,3) = ag.nodes.x(ag.triangles.n);
y(:,1) = ag.nodes.y(ag.triangles.l);
y(:,2) = ag.nodes.y(ag.triangles.m);
y(:,3) = ag.nodes.y(ag.triangles.n);
q1
q2
q3
r1
r2
r3

=
=
=
=
=
=

y(:,2)-y(:,3);
y(:,3)-y(:,1);
y(:,1)-y(:,2);
x(:,3)-x(:,2);
x(:,1)-x(:,3);
x(:,2)-x(:,1);

%% Calculate the normalized stiffness coefficients
s11
= [];
s12
= [];
s13
= [];
s22
= [];
s23
= [];
s33
= [];
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s11(:,1)=
s12(:,1)=
s13(:,1)=
s22(:,1)=
s23(:,1)=
s33(:,1)=

(1./(4*ag.triangles.area)).*((q1.*q1)+(r1.*r1));
(1./(4*ag.triangles.area)).*((q1.*q2)+(r1.*r2));
(1./(4*ag.triangles.area)).*((q1.*q3)+(r1.*r3));
(1./(4*ag.triangles.area)).*((q2.*q2)+(r2.*r2));
(1./(4*ag.triangles.area)).*((q2.*q3)+(r2.*r3));
(1./(4*ag.triangles.area)).*((q3.*q3)+(r3.*r3));

%% Calculate the inverse permeabilities for each region
v
= sparse(ag.triangles.length,1);
v(:,1) = nu.nu_g;
%% Obtain
s11(:,1)=
s12(:,1)=
s13(:,1)=
s22(:,1)=
s23(:,1)=
s33(:,1)=
s_value =
clear s11

the actual stiffness coefficients
v.*s11(:,1);
v.*s12(:,1);
v.*s13(:,1);
v.*s22(:,1);
v.*s23(:,1);
v.*s33(:,1);
[s11; s12; s13; s12; s22; s23; s13; s23; s33];
s12 s13 s22 s23 s33 v

%% Build the array of indices for creating sparse matrices
s_id
= [];
s11
= speye(ag.triangles.length,1);
s11(:,1)= ag.triangles.l;
s11(:,2)= ag.triangles.l;
s_id
= [s_id; s11];
clear s11
s11
=
s11(:,1)=
s11(:,2)=
s_id
=
clear s11

speye(ag.triangles.length,1);
ag.triangles.l;
ag.triangles.m;
[s_id; s11];

s11
=
s11(:,1)=
s11(:,2)=
s_id
=
clear s11

speye(ag.triangles.length,1);
ag.triangles.l;
ag.triangles.n;
[s_id; s11];

s11
=
s11(:,1)=
s11(:,2)=
s_id
=
clear s11

speye(ag.triangles.length,1);
ag.triangles.m;
ag.triangles.l;
[s_id; s11];

s11
=
s11(:,1)=
s11(:,2)=
s_id
=
clear s11

speye(ag.triangles.length,1);
ag.triangles.m;
ag.triangles.m;
[s_id; s11];

s11
=
s11(:,1)=
s11(:,2)=
s_id
=
clear s11

speye(ag.triangles.length,1);
ag.triangles.m;
ag.triangles.n;
[s_id; s11];

s11
= speye(ag.triangles.length,1);
s11(:,1)= ag.triangles.n;
s11(:,2)= ag.triangles.l;
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s_id
= [s_id; s11];
clear s11
s11
=
s11(:,1)=
s11(:,2)=
s_id
=
clear s11

speye(ag.triangles.length,1);
ag.triangles.n;
ag.triangles.m;
[s_id; s11];

s11
=
s11(:,1)=
s11(:,2)=
s_id
=
clear s11

speye(ag.triangles.length,1);
ag.triangles.n;
ag.triangles.n;
[s_id; s11];

ag.stiffness = sparse(s_id(:,1),s_id(:,2),s_value(:,1));
clear s_id s_value
end
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function [sr]= current_vector_build(sr,N,I)
%{
#Call: sr
= current_vector_build(sr,N,I);
This function builds the vector of I values, based on the current in each
phase of the SRM
Inputs:
sr
N
I
Outputs:
sr

- has the complete node-triangle list for stator and the rotor
- the number of turns in each coil
- the current in each phase (A)
- The stator and rotor mesh structure with currents and
current densisites added

Internal Variables:
Ita
- the total current in phase-A (N*I*(number of coils))
Itb
- the total current in phase-B (N*I*(number of coils))
Itc
- the total current in phase-C (N*I*(number of coils))
Itd
- the total current in phase-D (N*I*(number of coils))
na
- array of the IDs of all triangles belonging to phase-A
nb
- array of the IDs of all triangles belonging to phase-B
nc
- array of the IDs of all triangles belonging to phase-C
nd
- array of the IDs of all triangles belonging to phase-D
del1
- the total area of all triangles of phase-A
del2
- the total area of all triangles of phase-B
del3
- the total area of all triangles of phase-C
del4
- the total area of all triangles of phase-D
Ja
- current density of phase-A
Jb
- current density of phase-B
Jc
- current density of phase-C
Jd
- current density of phase-D
Ik
- the current vector (A)
N
- array of the IDs of all triangles belonging to the coils
n1,n2,n3
- node ID of each node of all those triangles in N
%}
%% Get the total current flowing through each coil
Ita
= 4*N*I(1);
Itb
= 4*N*I(2);
Itc
= 4*N*I(3);
Itd
= 4*N*I(4);
%% Calculate total area of coils of each phase
na
= sr.triangles.ID(sr.triangles.region==10|...
sr.triangles.region==11|...
sr.triangles.region==18|...
sr.triangles.region==19);
nb
= sr.triangles.ID(sr.triangles.region==24|...
sr.triangles.region==25|...
sr.triangles.region==16|...
sr.triangles.region==17);
nc
= sr.triangles.ID(sr.triangles.region==22|...
sr.triangles.region==23|...
sr.triangles.region==14|...
sr.triangles.region==15);
nd
= sr.triangles.ID(sr.triangles.region==20|...
sr.triangles.region==21|...
sr.triangles.region==12|...
sr.triangles.region==13);
del1
= sum(sr.triangles.area(na));
del2
= sum(sr.triangles.area(nb));
del3
= sum(sr.triangles.area(nc));
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del4

= sum(sr.triangles.area(nd));

%% Calculate J
Ja
= (Ita/del1);
Jb
= (Itb/del2);
Jc
= (Itc/del3);
Jd
= (Itd/del4);
clear Ita Itb Itc Itd na nb nc nd del1 del2 del3 del4
%% Feed J into triangle depending on the region
sr.triangles.J = zeros(length(sr.triangles.ID),1);
sr.triangles.J(sr.triangles.region==10|sr.triangles.region==19)
sr.triangles.J(sr.triangles.region==11|sr.triangles.region==18)
sr.triangles.J(sr.triangles.region==16|sr.triangles.region==25)
sr.triangles.J(sr.triangles.region==17|sr.triangles.region==24)
sr.triangles.J(sr.triangles.region==14|sr.triangles.region==23)
sr.triangles.J(sr.triangles.region==15|sr.triangles.region==22)
sr.triangles.J(sr.triangles.region==12|sr.triangles.region==21)
sr.triangles.J(sr.triangles.region==13|sr.triangles.region==20)
clear Ja Jb Jc Jd
%% Obtain
Ik
N

= Ja;
=-Ja;
= Jb;
=-Jb;
= Jc;
=-Jc;
= Jd;
=-Jd;

the current vector
= zeros(length(sr.nodes.ID),1);
= sr.triangles.ID(sr.triangles.region>=10 & ...
sr.triangles.region<=25);
for i
= 1:length(N)
n1
= sr.triangles.l(N(i));
n2
= sr.triangles.m(N(i));
n3
= sr.triangles.n(N(i));
Ik(n1,1) = Ik(n1,1)+(sr.triangles.J(N(i))*sr.triangles.area(N(i)))/3;
Ik(n2,1) = Ik(n2,1)+(sr.triangles.J(N(i))*sr.triangles.area(N(i)))/3;
Ik(n3,1) = Ik(n3,1)+(sr.triangles.J(N(i))*sr.triangles.area(N(i)))/3;
end
clear N n1 n2 n3
sr.I = Ik;
clear Ik
end
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function [A_d] = fea_solve(sr,ag,stator,Nu,id)
%{
#Call: A_d
= fea_solve(sr,ag,stator,Nu,id);
This function solves the mesh, and obtains the vector potential for the
system
Inputs:
sr
ag
stator
nu
id

- a structure which holds the nodes and triangles details of the
stator-rotor mesh
- a structure which holds the nodes and triangles details of the
airgap mesh
- a structure which has all dimensions related to the stator
- the inverse of permeabilities of each region (m)
- the identifier which says whether the FEA is linear or not

Outputs:
A_d
- The magnetic vector potential for each node in the stator-rotor
and airgap mesh
Internal Variables:
nsr
- a variable, which holds the node ID and identifier value of each
node, which is from the stator-rotor mesh and is with the common
airgap boundary
nnsr
- number of nodes in the variable nsr
nag
- a variable, which holds the node ID and identifier value of each
node, which is from the airgap mesh
nnag
- number of nodes in the variable nag
norisr
- number of nodes in the original stator-rotor mesh
C
- an identity matrix of dimensions N_sr X N_sr, representing the
self linking of the stator-rotor mesh nodes
t
- this corresponds represent a link between the airgap mesh and
the corresponding node on the stator-rotor mesh
Ct
- an matrix of dimensions N_ag X N_sr, representing the linking of
the airgap mesh nodes with the stator-rotor mesh nodes
CT
- the complete link matrix
S_con
- the stiffness matrix of the continuous system
I_con
- the current vector of the continuous system
sr_radius- radius of each node in the stator-rotor mesh
A
- the MVP obtained by solving the FEA
A_d
- the MVP for the stator-rotor and airgap meshes given separately
hb
- a variable which holds the data representing the saturation
characteristics of the M19 silicon steel
H0
- the magnetic field intensity values for M19 silicon steel (AT/m)
B0
- the magnetic flux density for M19 silicon steel (T)
xi
- an array which represents B^2 values (T^2)
fi
- H0 (AT/m)
H1p
- Energy at the first data (J)
mi,c2,c3 - spline coefficients from the cubic spline interpolation of the
magnetics data
agl
- an array which links the node 'l' of every airgap triangle with
the equivalent node in the stator-rotor system
agm
- an array which links the node 'm' of every airgap triangle with
the equivalent node in the stator-rotor system
agn
- an array which links the node 'n' of every airgap triangle with
the equivalent node in the stator-rotor system
count
- count for the Newton-Raphson method
x
- 'x' coordinates of the nodes of each triangular element (m)
y
- 'y' coordinates of the nodes of each triangular element (m)
q1,q2,q3 - the q's (m)
r1,r2,r3 - the r's (m)
s11
- element s_11 of normalized stiffness matrix for all triangles
s12
- element s_12 of normalized stiffness matrix for all triangles
s13
- element s_13 of normalized stiffness matrix for all triangles
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s21
s22
s33
AT

-

Bsq
nU

-

dnU

-

SA
g
P
grad
hess
sr_radiusA_new
lim1,lim2A_d
-

element s_21 of normalized stiffness matrix for all triangles
element s_22 of normalized stiffness matrix for all triangles
element s_33 of normalized stiffness matrix for all triangles
the MVP values for the three nodes of each triangle in the mesh
obtained from the previous iteration
B^2 of each triangle in the mesh (T^2)
inverse of permeability of each element, obtained from the cubic
spline interpolation (m)
derivative of the inverse of permeability of each element,
obtained from the cubic spline interpolation
the product of S*A of for each triangular element
the gradient for the Newton-Raphson method for each triangle
the hessian for the Newton-Raphson method for each triangle
build the global gradient matrix for the system
build the global hessian matrix for the system
radius of each node in the mesh (m)
new iterate for the MVP of the continuous system
limits for stopping criterion for the Newton-Raphson method
the new iterate for the MVP of the stator-rotor and the airgap
meshes separately

Procedure:
1. First, the stator-rotor and airgap meshes have to be combined into one
single system. For this purpose, first, all those nodes are extracted
from the two mesh systems, which are similar.
2. The link matrix is then defined, of size N_sr+N_ag X N_sr. The matrix
has two parts, one of size N_sr X N_sr and other of size N_ag X N_sr.
3. The first part is an identity matrix, which correspond to the
independent stator-rotor nodes.
4. The second part is defined such that each node of the airgap is linked
to corresponding nodes in the stator-rotor mesh.
5. Then, the stiffness matrices are combined into one single system.
6. Once the boundary conditions are applied, the system is solved to obtain
the FEA.
7. If the M19 silicon steel is assumed to have nonlinear magnetization
characteristics, then the Newton-Raphson method is used. The solution
for the FEA obtained above with the linear FEA is used as the initial
solution.
8. All the airgap triangles are combined with the stator-rotor system,
thereby effectively making it a single mesh
9. For each triangle, B^2 is calculated. From that, the value of the
inverse of permeability for each element is estimated from the cubic
spline interpolation.
10.Then, the gradient and hessian for the system is calculated. From this,
the new iterate can be obtained.
11.This procedure is iterative, and stops when the limits defined are below
a certain minimum.
%}
%% Build
%extract
nsr
nag
nsr(:,1)

a matrix to link the separate systems into single cont. system
only the common boundary nodes from all systems and arrange them
= [];
= [];
= sr.nodes.ID(sr.nodes.identifier(:)~=0 & ...
sr.nodes.identifier(:)~=1);
nsr(:,2) = sr.nodes.identifier(sr.nodes.identifier(:)~=0 & ...
sr.nodes.identifier(:)~=1);
nag(:,1) = ag.nodes.ID(ag.nodes.identifier(:)~=0 & ...
ag.nodes.identifier(:)~=1);
nag(:,2) = ag.nodes.identifier(ag.nodes.identifier(:)~=0 & ...
ag.nodes.identifier(:)~=1);
nsr
= sortrows(nsr,2);
nag
= sortrows(nag,2);
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%get the
nnsr
nnag
norisr

lengths of the original systems and just the boundary nodes
= length(nsr(:,1));
= length(nag(:,1));
= sr.nodes.length;

%link the airgap nodes to the stator/rotor nodes
%stator/rotor independent nodes
C
= speye(norisr,norisr);
%airgap nodes linked
Ct
= speye(nnag, norisr);
Ct(:,:) = 0;
t
= ((nsr(:,1)-1).*nnag)+nag(1:nnsr,1);
Ct(t)
= 1;
clear t nsr nag nnsr nnag norisr
%sparse matrix
CT
= [C; Ct];
CT
= sparse(CT);
clear C Ct
%% Obtain a single continuous stiffness matrix and current vector
S_con
= (CT')*([sr.stiffness sparse(sr.nodes.length,ag.nodes.length);...
sparse(ag.nodes.length, sr.nodes.length) ag.stiffness])*(CT);
I_con
= (CT')*([sr.I; sparse(ag.nodes.length,1)]);
clear sr.stiffness ag.stiffness
%% Apply the boundary conditions
sr_radius= sqrt((sr.nodes.x).^2 + (sr.nodes.y).^2);
S_con(sr.nodes.identifier==1 & sr_radius>stator.outer_radius,:) = 0;
S_con(((sr.nodes.ID(sr.nodes.identifier==1 & ...
sr_radius>stator.outer_radius) - 1)*sr.nodes.length) + ...
(sr.nodes.ID(sr.nodes.identifier==1 & ...
sr_radius>stator.outer_radius))) = 1;
I_con(sr.nodes.identifier==1 & sr_radius>stator.outer_radius,1) = 0;
clear sr_radius
%% Get the magnetic vector potential
A
= S_con\I_con;
A_d
= CT*A;
clear S_con I_con
%% If non-linear FEA, then perform the Newton - Raphson
if id~=1
%build the cubic spline interpolation
hb
= importdata('hb.txt');
H0
= hb(:,1);
B0
= hb(:,2);
xi
= B0.^2;
fi
= H0;
H1p
= 0.5*H0(1)/B0(1)/B0(1);
[mi,c2,c3] = comp_spline_reluc(xi, fi, H1p, 1/(4*pi*1e-7)/2/B0(end));
clear hb xi fi H1p
%extract only common boundary nodes from all systems and arrange them
nsr
= [];
nag
= [];
nsr(:,1)
= sr.nodes.ID(sr.nodes.identifier(:)~=0 & ...
sr.nodes.identifier(:)~=1);
nsr(:,2)
= sr.nodes.identifier(sr.nodes.identifier(:)~=0 & ...
sr.nodes.identifier(:)~=1);
nag(:,1)
= ag.nodes.ID(ag.nodes.identifier(:)~=0 & ...
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nag(:,2)
nsr
nag

ag.nodes.identifier(:)~=1);
= ag.nodes.identifier(ag.nodes.identifier(:)~=0 & ...
ag.nodes.identifier(:)~=1);
= sortrows(nsr,2);
= sortrows(nag,2);

%link each airgap triangle to the stator-rotor systems
agl
= zeros(ag.triangles.length,1);
agm
= zeros(ag.triangles.length,1);
agn
= zeros(ag.triangles.length,1);
for i=1:length(nag(:,1))
agl(ag.triangles.l(:,1)==nag(i,1)) = nsr(i,1);
agm(ag.triangles.m(:,1)==nag(i,1)) = nsr(i,1);
agn(ag.triangles.n(:,1)==nag(i,1)) = nsr(i,1);
end
ag.triangles.ID
= ((sr.triangles.length+1):(1): ...
(sr.triangles.length+ag.triangles.length))';
clear nsr nag
%join the airgap system into the stator-rotor system
sr.triangles.ID
= [sr.triangles.ID; ag.triangles.ID];
sr.triangles.l
= [sr.triangles.l; agl];
sr.triangles.m
= [sr.triangles.m; agm];
sr.triangles.n
= [sr.triangles.n; agn];
clear agl agm agn
sr.triangles.region = [sr.triangles.region; ...
zeros(ag.triangles.length,1)];
sr.triangles.J
= [sr.triangles.J; zeros(ag.triangles.length,1)];
sr.triangles.area
= [sr.triangles.area; ag.triangles.area];
sr.triangles.length = sr.triangles.length + ag.triangles.length;
clear ag.nodes ag.triangles
%define an initial count
count
= 1;
%build the set of normalized stiffness matrices
x(:,1)
= sr.nodes.x(sr.triangles.l);
x(:,2)
= sr.nodes.x(sr.triangles.m);
x(:,3)
= sr.nodes.x(sr.triangles.n);
y(:,1)
= sr.nodes.y(sr.triangles.l);
y(:,2)
= sr.nodes.y(sr.triangles.m);
y(:,3)
= sr.nodes.y(sr.triangles.n);
q1
= y(:,2)-y(:,3);
q2
= y(:,3)-y(:,1);
q3
= y(:,1)-y(:,2);
r1
= x(:,3)-x(:,2);
r2
= x(:,1)-x(:,3);
r3
= x(:,2)-x(:,1);
s11(:,1)
= (1./(4*sr.triangles.area)).*((q1.*q1)+(r1.*r1));
s12(:,1)
= (1./(4*sr.triangles.area)).*((q1.*q2)+(r1.*r2));
s13(:,1)
= (1./(4*sr.triangles.area)).*((q1.*q3)+(r1.*r3));
s22(:,1)
= (1./(4*sr.triangles.area)).*((q2.*q2)+(r2.*r2));
s23(:,1)
= (1./(4*sr.triangles.area)).*((q2.*q3)+(r2.*r3));
s33(:,1)
= (1./(4*sr.triangles.area)).*((q3.*q3)+(r3.*r3));
clear x y q1 q2 q3 r1 r2 r3
%start the N-R loop
while ((count==1)||((lim1>(1e-10)) && (lim2>(1e-10)) && (count<=20)))
AT
= [A(sr.triangles.l),A(sr.triangles.m),A(sr.triangles.n)];
Bsq
= (1./sr.triangles.area).*((AT(:,1).*s11(:,1).*AT(:,1))+...
(AT(:,1).*s12(:,1).*AT(:,2))+...
(AT(:,1).*s13(:,1).*AT(:,3))+...
(AT(:,2).*s12(:,1).*AT(:,1))+...
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(AT(:,2).*s22(:,1).*AT(:,2))+...
(AT(:,2).*s23(:,1).*AT(:,3))+...
(AT(:,3).*s13(:,1).*AT(:,1))+...
(AT(:,3).*s23(:,1).*AT(:,2))+...
(AT(:,3).*s33(:,1).*AT(:,3)));
nU
= zeros(sr.triangles.length,1);
dnU
= zeros(sr.triangles.length,1);
[nU(sr.triangles.region==1|sr.triangles.region==2,1), ...
dnU(sr.triangles.region==1|sr.triangles.region==2,1)]=...
calc_Nu_ParNu(B0,H0,Bsq(sr.triangles.region==1| ...
sr.triangles.region==2,1),mi,c2,c3);
clear Bsq
nU(sr.triangles.region==0) = Nu.nu_g;
nU(sr.triangles.region==3) = Nu.nu_sh;
nU(sr.triangles.region>=10) = Nu.nu_cu;
%obtain the gradient and hessian for all the triangles
SA
= [(s11.*AT(:,1) + s12.*AT(:,2) + s13.*AT(:,3)), ...
(s12.*AT(:,1) + s22.*AT(:,2) + s23.*AT(:,3)), ...
(s13.*AT(:,1) + s23.*AT(:,2) + s33.*AT(:,3))];
g
= [((nU.*SA(:,1))');((nU.*SA(:,2))');((nU.*SA(:,3))')]-...
[(((1/3).*(sr.triangles.J).*(sr.triangles.area))'); ...
(((1/3).*(sr.triangles.J).*(sr.triangles.area))'); ...
(((1/3).*(sr.triangles.J).*(sr.triangles.area))')];
P
= [((nU.*s11)'); ((nU.*s12)'); ((nU.*s13)'); ...
((nU.*s12)'); ((nU.*s22)'); ((nU.*s23)'); ...
((nU.*s13)'); ((nU.*s23)'); ((nU.*s33)')] + ...
[(((2./(sr.triangles.area)).*dnU.*SA(:,1).*SA(:,1))');...
(((2./(sr.triangles.area)).*dnU.*SA(:,1).*SA(:,2))');...
(((2./(sr.triangles.area)).*dnU.*SA(:,1).*SA(:,3))');...
(((2./(sr.triangles.area)).*dnU.*SA(:,2).*SA(:,1))');...
(((2./(sr.triangles.area)).*dnU.*SA(:,2).*SA(:,2))');...
(((2./(sr.triangles.area)).*dnU.*SA(:,2).*SA(:,3))');...
(((2./(sr.triangles.area)).*dnU.*SA(:,3).*SA(:,1))');...
(((2./(sr.triangles.area)).*dnU.*SA(:,3).*SA(:,2))');...
(((2./(sr.triangles.area)).*dnU.*SA(:,3).*SA(:,3))')];
clear AT SA
%build the sparse P and g
grad
= [sr.triangles.l, ones(sr.triangles.length,1), g(1,:)';...
sr.triangles.m, ones(sr.triangles.length,1), g(2,:)';...
sr.triangles.n, ones(sr.triangles.length,1), g(3,:)'];
clear g
hess
= [sr.triangles.l, sr.triangles.l, P(1,:)'; ...
sr.triangles.l, sr.triangles.m, P(2,:)'; ...
sr.triangles.l, sr.triangles.n, P(3,:)'; ...
sr.triangles.m, sr.triangles.l, P(4,:)'; ...
sr.triangles.m, sr.triangles.m, P(5,:)'; ...
sr.triangles.m, sr.triangles.n, P(6,:)'; ...
sr.triangles.n, sr.triangles.l, P(7,:)'; ...
sr.triangles.n, sr.triangles.m, P(8,:)'; ...
sr.triangles.n, sr.triangles.n, P(9,:)'];
clear P
grad
= sparse(grad(:,1), grad(:,2), grad(:,3));
hess
= sparse(hess(:,1), hess(:,2), hess(:,3));
%apply the boundary conditions
sr_radius
= sqrt((sr.nodes.x).^2 + (sr.nodes.y).^2);
hess(sr.nodes.identifier==1 & sr_radius>stator.outer_radius,:) = 0;
hess(((sr.nodes.ID(sr.nodes.identifier==1 & ...
sr_radius>stator.outer_radius) - 1)*sr.nodes.length) + ...
(sr.nodes.ID(sr.nodes.identifier==1 & ...
sr_radius>stator.outer_radius))) = 1;
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grad(sr.nodes.identifier==1 & sr_radius>stator.outer_radius,1) = 0;
clear sr_radius
%obtain the next n-r iterate
A_new
= A - (hess\grad);
clear hess grad
%define the limits
lim1
= norm(A_new - A,2);
lim2
= norm(A_new - A,2)/norm(A_new,2);
%update
count
A
A_d

the number of iterations and the solutions
= count+1;
= A_new;
= CT*A_new;

end
clear s11 s12 s13 s22 s23 s33
end
clear A CT sr
end
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function [Torque] = torque_mst(A_d,sr,ag,airgap,ax_l)
%{
#Call: Torque
= torque_mst(A_d,sr,ag,airgap,ax_l);
This function calculates the electromagnetic torque from the FEA solution
using the Maxwell stress tensor method
Inputs:
A_d

ax_l

- the magnetic vector potential for each node in the
stator-rotor and the airgap systems
- a structure which holds the nodes and triangles data
of the stator-rotor system
- a structure which holds the nodes and triangles data
of the airgap mesh
- a structure which holds all dimensions related to the
airgap region
- the axial length of the machine (m)

Outputs:
Torque

- the total electromagnetic torque (Nm)

sr
ag
airgap

Internal Variables:
x
- 'x' coordinates of the nodes of each triangular
element (m)
y
- 'y' coordinates of the nodes of each triangular
element (m)
q1,q2,q3
- the q's (m)
r1,r2,r3
- the r's (m)
A
- the MVP values of all airgap nodes
B
- the 'x' and 'y' components of the flux density in
each triangular element (T)
R
- an array that holds the radius of the airgap center
(this represents the middle of the MST path. This
array is used to determine if the orientation of the
triangular elements) (m)
l
- an array which holds the 'x' and 'y' coordinates of
the node 'l' of each airgap triangle (m)
m
- an array which holds the 'x' and 'y' coordinates of
the node 'm' of each airgap triangle (m)
n
- an array which holds the 'x' and 'y' coordinates of
the node 'n' of each airgap triangle (m)
r
- an array which holds the radii of the 'l', 'm', and
'n' node of each triangular element (m)
T1
- list of all triangles which have one node below the
airgap center, and two nodes above the airgap center
T2
- list of all triangles which have one node above the
airgap center, and two nodes below the airgap center
r0
- radii of all triangles which belong to either T1 or
T2
xa,xb,xc
- 'x' values for the 'l', 'm', and 'n' of the triangles
in T1 and T2 (m)
ya,yb,yc
- 'y' values for the 'l', 'm', and 'n' of the triangles
in T1 and T2 (m)
xm1,xm2
- 'x' coordinates of the two mid-points of the airgap
triangles (representing the path for integration) (m)
ym1,ym2
- 'y' coordinates of the two mid-points of the airgap
triangles (representing the path for integration) (m)
dl
- length of the integration path in each triangle (m)
xmp
- 'x' coordinate of the mid-point of the path in each
triangle (m)
ymp
- 'y' coordinate of the mid-point of the path in each
triangle (m)
rmp
- radius of the mid-point of path in each triangle (m)
amp
- angle of the mid-point of the path in each triangle
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B_pol
dT
%}

- the flux density in each triangle in polar
coordinates (T)
- torque in each triangular element (Nm)

%% Obtain the 'B' field in each triangle
%q's and r's
x(:,1)
= ag.nodes.x(ag.triangles.l);
x(:,2)
= ag.nodes.x(ag.triangles.m);
x(:,3)
= ag.nodes.x(ag.triangles.n);
y(:,1)
= ag.nodes.y(ag.triangles.l);
y(:,2)
= ag.nodes.y(ag.triangles.m);
y(:,3)
= ag.nodes.y(ag.triangles.n);
q1
q2
q3
r1
r2
r3
clear x y

=
=
=
=
=
=

y(:,2)-y(:,3);
y(:,3)-y(:,1);
y(:,1)-y(:,2);
x(:,3)-x(:,2);
x(:,1)-x(:,3);
x(:,2)-x(:,1);

%flux density in each triangle
A
= A_d((sr.nodes.length+1):(sr.nodes.length + ...
ag.nodes.length),1);
clear A_d
B(:,1)
= (1./(2*ag.triangles.area)).*(A(ag.triangles.l).*r1...
+ A(ag.triangles.m).*r2 + A(ag.triangles.n).*r3);
B(:,2)
=-(1./(2*ag.triangles.area)).*(A(ag.triangles.l).*q1...
+ A(ag.triangles.m).*q2 + A(ag.triangles.n).*q3);
clear A q1 q2 q3 r1 r2 r3
%% Obtain the triangles list in proper order which are in the airgap
%radius of each node of each triangle
R(1:ag.triangles.length,1:3) = airgap.center;
l(:,1)
= ag.nodes.x(ag.triangles.l);
m(:,1)
= ag.nodes.x(ag.triangles.m);
n(:,1)
= ag.nodes.x(ag.triangles.n);
l(:,2)
= ag.nodes.y(ag.triangles.l);
m(:,2)
= ag.nodes.y(ag.triangles.m);
n(:,2)
= ag.nodes.y(ag.triangles.n);
r(:,1)
= sqrt((l(:,1).^2 + l(:,2).^2));
r(:,2)
= sqrt((m(:,1).^2 + m(:,2).^2));
r(:,3)
= sqrt((n(:,1).^2 + n(:,2).^2));
clear l m n
%obtain triangles ID separately for those having one/two nodes below path
T1(:,1)
= ag.triangles.ID(sum(r<R,2)==1);
T2(:,1)
= ag.triangles.ID(sum(r<R,2)==2);
%sort all triangles having one node below the path
r0
= r(T1(:),:);
clear R
R(1:length(T1),1:3) = airgap.center;
temp
= r0<R;
clear r0
T1(temp(:,1)==1,2)
T1(temp(:,1)==1,3)
T1(temp(:,1)==1,4)
T1(temp(:,1)==1,5)

=
=
=
=

ag.triangles.l(T1(temp(:,1)==1,1));
ag.triangles.m(T1(temp(:,1)==1,1));
ag.triangles.n(T1(temp(:,1)==1,1));
1;
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T1(temp(:,2)==1,2)
T1(temp(:,2)==1,3)
T1(temp(:,2)==1,4)
T1(temp(:,2)==1,5)

=
=
=
=

ag.triangles.m(T1(temp(:,2)==1,1));
ag.triangles.l(T1(temp(:,2)==1,1));
ag.triangles.n(T1(temp(:,2)==1,1));
1;

T1(temp(:,3)==1,2)
T1(temp(:,3)==1,3)
T1(temp(:,3)==1,4)
T1(temp(:,3)==1,5)
clear r0 R temp

=
=
=
=

ag.triangles.n(T1(temp(:,3)==1,1));
ag.triangles.l(T1(temp(:,3)==1,1));
ag.triangles.m(T1(temp(:,3)==1,1));
1;

%sort all triangles having two nodes below the path
r0
= r(T2(:),:);
clear R
R(1:length(T2),1:3) = airgap.center;
temp = r0<R;
clear r0
T2(temp(:,1)==0,2)
T2(temp(:,1)==0,3)
T2(temp(:,1)==0,4)
T2(temp(:,1)==0,5)
T2(temp(:,2)==0,2)
T2(temp(:,2)==0,3)
T2(temp(:,2)==0,4)
T2(temp(:,2)==0,5)
T2(temp(:,3)==0,2)
T2(temp(:,3)==0,3)
T2(temp(:,3)==0,4)
T2(temp(:,3)==0,5)
clear r0 R temp
tri_list

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ag.triangles.l(T2(temp(:,1)==0,1));
ag.triangles.m(T2(temp(:,1)==0,1));
ag.triangles.n(T2(temp(:,1)==0,1));
2;
ag.triangles.m(T2(temp(:,2)==0,1));
ag.triangles.l(T2(temp(:,2)==0,1));
ag.triangles.n(T2(temp(:,2)==0,1));
2;
ag.triangles.n(T2(temp(:,3)==0,1));
ag.triangles.l(T2(temp(:,3)==0,1));
ag.triangles.m(T2(temp(:,3)==0,1));
2;

= [T1; T2];

%% Calculate the electro-magnetic torque
xa
= ag.nodes.x(tri_list(:,2));
xb
= ag.nodes.x(tri_list(:,3));
xc
= ag.nodes.x(tri_list(:,4));
ya
= ag.nodes.y(tri_list(:,2));
yb
= ag.nodes.y(tri_list(:,3));
yc
= ag.nodes.y(tri_list(:,4));
xm1
ym1
xm2
ym2
dl

=
=
=
=
=

(xa+xb)/2;
(ya+yb)/2;
(xa+xc)/2;
(ya+yc)/2;
sqrt((xm2-xm1).^2 + (ym2-ym1).^2);

xmp
ymp
rmp
amp

=
=
=
=

(xm1+xm2)/2;
(ym1+ym2)/2;
sqrt(xmp.^2+ymp.^2);
atan2(ymp,xmp);

B_pol

= [(cos(amp).*B(tri_list(:,1),1) + ...
sin(amp).*B(tri_list(:,1),2)), ...
(-sin(amp).*B(tri_list(:,1),1) + ...
cos(amp).*B(tri_list(:,1),2))];
= (1/(4*pi*(1e-7)))*ax_l*(rmp.^2).*...
B_pol(:,1).*B_pol(:,2).*(dl./rmp);
= sum(dT(:,1));

dT
Torque
end
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function f = GA_fitness_calc_SRM(Tp, Tn, id, P)
%{
#Call: f
= GA_fitness_calc_SRM(Tp, Tn, id, P);
This function calculates the fitness function for the particular design,
based on the current magnitudes and the magnitude of the electromagnetic
torque at each rotor position in the motoring and generating modes
Inputs:
Tp
- electromagnetic torque corresponding to the motoring mode of
operation at each rotor position (Nm)
Tp
- electromagnetic torque corresponding to the generating mode of
operation at each rotor position (Nm)
id
- the structure which holds the control variables for the GA and FEA
P
- design variables to modify the current waveforms
Outputs:
f
f(1) f(2) f(3) f(4) Internal
lra
T_avgm T_avgg c1-c4 Ci
Cs
tm1
tm2
tm3
tm4
Irm
Irg
Trm
Trg
%}

the fitness function for that particular design
1/(Irms^2) for the motoring mode(1/A^2)
1/(Irms^2) for the generating mode (1/A^2)
normalized torque ripple for the motoring mode
normalized torque ripple for the generating mode
Variables:
length of the array which holds the number of rotor positions
average torque in the motoring mode (Nm)
average torque in the generating mode (Nm)
constraint values for each of the four constraint equations
constraints imposed
constraints satisfied
turn on angle of a particular phase
angle at which the phase current reaches peak value
turn off angle of a particular phase
angle at which that particular phase current decays to zero
square of the rms the current in the motoring mode (A^2)
square of the rms current in the generating mode (A^2)
normalized torque ripple in the motoring mode
normalized torque ripple in the generating mode

%% Obtain the length of rotor angle
lra
= id.number_of_rotor_positions;
%% Check for constraints on the average torque in the two operating modes
T_avgm = (1/(lra-1))*sum(Tp(:,1));
T_avgg = (1/(lra-1))*sum(Tn(:,1));
if T_avgm
>= id.Tmmin
c1 = 1;
else
c1 = 1/(1 + id.Tmmin - T_avgm);
end
if abs(T_avgg) >= id.Tgmin
c2 = 1;
else
c2 = 1/(1 + id.Tgmin - abs(T_avgg));
end
if T_avgm
<= id.Tmmax
c3 = 1;
else
c3 = 1/(1 - id.Tmmax + T_avgm );
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end
if abs(T_avgg) <= id.Tgmax
c4 = 1;
else
c4 = 1/(1 - id.Tgmax + abs(T_avgg));
end
Ci
= 4;
Cs
= c1 + c2 + c3 + c4;
if Cs<Ci
f = id.eps*((Cs - Ci)/Ci)*([1 1 1 1]');
return
end
%% Obtain the total RMS current
tm1
= -7.5
+ P(1);
tm2
= tm1
+ P(2);
tm3
= 10
+ P(3);
tm4
= tm3
+ P(4);
Irm
= (1/60)*((P(5)^2)/3)*(tm4 + (2*tm3) - (2*tm2) - tm1);
clear tm1 tm2 tm3 tm4
tm1
= 15
+ P(6);
tm2
= tm1
+ P(7);
tm3
= 32.5
+ P(8);
tm4
= tm3
+ P(9);
Irg
= (1/60)*((P(10)^2)/3)*(tm4 + (2*tm3) - (2*tm2) - tm1);
clear tm1 tm2 tm3 tm4
%% Obtain the total torque ripple
Trm
= sqrt((1/(lra-1))*sum(((Tp(:,1)/T_avgm) - 1).^2));
Trg
= sqrt((1/(lra-1))*sum(((Tn(:,1)/T_avgg) - 1).^2));
%% Obtain the fitness function
f
= [1/Irm; 1/Irg; 1/Trm; 1/Trg];
end

